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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Backgroun~ and Purpose 
The Division of Legal Medicine, a state agency offering 
psychotherapeutio services for the public offender. is currently 
giving service to approximately ten per cent of the adult male 
public offender population in the Massachusetts Correctional 
Institutions at Walpole, Concord, and Norfolk, Despite what 
would appear to be an inor&asing demand for this service, as evi-
denced by waiting lists, the agency's resources do not now permit 
it to expand very much beyond this point. From this situation a 
very practical problem arises: it is the problem of deciding which 
ten per cent should receive the available service. 
There is a feeling among the mental health staff that a 
~eat proportion of the inmates in treatment present a relatively 
more pathologic or disorganized personality structure than those 
not in treatment, and that as a result the thei>apeutic process is 
hampered and prolonged. This, togetber with the fact that under 
present conditions only a small percentage of the population in 
these institutions is receiving service from the Division of Legal 
Medicine, has prompted the writers to explore the possibility that 
among those remaining are inmates who need and could more effectively 
utilize these services, 
At the present time an inmate generally comes into treat-
ment in one of two ways. One important type of referral is that 
made by the host institution, when, in the judgment of its adminis-
tration, a certain inmate should be given service, Such referrals 
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merit and usually receive careful attention, based upon the recogni-
tion that the mental health agency is charged with the responsibility 
of giving appropriate service to the correctional agency, and also 
upon the recognition that such requests generally reflect good 
judgment on the part of the host personnel. 
A voluntary request for service from the patient himself 
has traditionally been considered a special signal of motivation 
and abil1ty 9 so that in doubtful cases an agency may be reluctant 
to reject such an application. This second type of referral is by 
far the most common in the institutions. Yet it is the most prob-
lematic, because these men are being accepted for treatment without 
adequate knowledge concerning the treatment potential of those men 
who do not apply. In other words, it should not be assumed without 
investigation that because men do not apply they db not want, or 
cannot effectively use, treatment service~ it should not be assumed 
that voluntary request is made only by those men best able to use 
the service. 
The effective use of treatment services may be said to 
involve these factorsg 1) a problem needing treatment. 2) the 
capacity and commitment of the troubled individual, and 3) the 
availability of the service. In this study we have tried to 
demonstrate that the first two factors are present within a group 
of inmates who do not apply for treatment, and therefore that other 
steps may need to be taken in order to make the service more ~avail­
able.~ 
This paper presents a procedure for rating the socially 
recognized achievements of a group of inmates, and for identifying 
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those who are high in their level of achievement, and who might 
therefore be considered as having the potential capacity to use 
treatment effectively. The first step in the study consisted 
of devising an achievement rating instrument. and applying it to 
a sample of inmates to see whether it did identify a group that 
could tentatively be called ~High Achievers.~ The second step 
consisted of further clarifying the characteristics of this group 
of 11High Achievers~'~ by lj presenting the characteristics obtained 
from the instrument. 2) comparing these characteristics with those 
of groups of inmates in treatment, and 3) conducting focused inter-
views with the 111High Aohieversot themselves to determine their re-
ceptivity to treatment. 
The rationale of the study is that societal achievements 
are an indication of a man's problem-solving capacity. which in 
turn is an important ingredient in his capacity to use treatment 
effectively. It was assumed for the purpose of devising the rating 
instrument that society knows how to •take the measure• of a man's 
achievements. As a person develops he is expected by society to 
master a series of definite objective tasks, such as holding a 
steady job, as evidence of his motivation and ability to take hie 
place as a responsible member of this society. He must, in other 
words, pass the ~'~test~ and in a very real sense be given a •grade." 
If, then, a man fulfills the expectations of ~ooiety he may be con-
sidered to have achieved, just as when he does not meet expectations 
he is considered to have failed. 
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Agency Setting 
The Divi~ion of Legal Medicine comes under the jurisdic-
tion of the Department of Mental Health, and was created by that 
department in 19~4 as one of its therapeutic arms. What distin-
guishes the Division from other mental health a~encies is its 
caseload, which consists only of public offenders (adjudicated or 
non-adjudicated), and their families. The staff, headed by a 
peyehiatrist-d:!.reetor, includes psychiatrists, psychologi!ts, and 
psychiatric soclial workers. In addition to its therapeutic ser-
vices, the Division is actively involved in research and training 
ac tivi ties. 
As described in the 1959 Department of Corrections report1 
the Divisionis services can be broken down into six categories, the 
first of these being the Court Clinic Program. Here the Division 
offers diagnostic and treatment services to the public offender 
and his family in conjunction with the work being done by the court 
personnel. The second area of service is the Parole Clinic which 
offers psychiatric services to parolees who are either referred 
by the parole board or who seek this help voluntarily. This part 
of the Division's pro~ram is carried out at the main office in 
downtown Boston. 
The third area of service is the In-Prison Program. 
Psychiatric units have been established in the correctional insti-
tutions and are staffed by Division personnel. Referral is, in 
most cases. voluntary and an inmate either chooses or does not 
1Department of Correction~. "The Basic Structure of the 
Administration of Criminal Justice in Ma~sachusetts.~ 
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choo!le to apnly for treatment. It should be noted at thi:!!l point 
that it ie with the In~Prieon Program and its current referral 
practice!!! that this study i:!! concerned. 
A fourth function which the Divi:!!ion performs is that of 
offering diagno!tic and consultant services to the Youth Service 
Board (YSB) in their Reception-Detention Centeri!l 9 and a fifth 
service is offered at the Sexually Dangerous Person Treatment 
Center at Bridgewater, which i~ staffed by Divi~ion personnel. 
The sixth area of ~ctivity con:!!ists of the Division's training 
program and research, 
Though a Department of Mental Health subsidiary, the 
Division works in close conjunction with the Department of Correc-
tions, and much of its work is carried out within correctional 
facilities. Four such correctional facilities were involved in 
the present study, and a short description of each follows. 
The first of these in!!ltitutions was Massachusett!!l t:or-
rectional Institution {MC I) Walpole, a maximum eecuri ty eta te 
prison housing about 550 men, while MCI Concord, which generally 
has a more youthfUl group of inmates than does Walpole, was the 
second. Transfers from these two in!!ltitutione constitute the 
population of MCI Norfolk, the third institution. Norfolk houses 
about 740 men, all of whom were originally admitted either to Con-
cord or Walpole, and then, after careful screening, were transferred 
to this medium ~ecurity state prieon. Men may al~o be transferred 
to either of the two Fore~try Camps which constitute the minimal 
security state inetitution~, housing about 4~ men each. The 
Plymouth camp was the fourth institution involved in the study. 
All of the institutions with the exception of the forestry camps 
also house DL~ psychiatriCJ units. 
Generally, the populations of the different institutions 
may be characterized as follows. The population at Concord is 
tnought of as being composed of the tough 9 difficult to handle • 
younger men, perhaps the Wworst" of the public offender group. 
Walpole handles the 11middle 111 segment. in that they are neither 
the '"worst'" as at Concord, nor the 111best 1111 as at Norfolk. These 
men are older, on the whole 9 than those at Concord. and are thought 
to be an easier group to work with, though their offenses may be 
extremely serious. The segregation unit is also at Walpole. and 
constitutes the exception to the rule 9 as this unit houses the 
most wtroublesome 1111 of the public offender population. Norfolk 
recf:llves on transfer men whose asjustment to prison life has been 
such that it is felt that they would not rebel against it. These 
men are also thought to be those most likely to constructively 
take advantage of the greater educational and vocational opportuni-
ties that Norfolk offers. As such. the Norfolk population is a 
fairly select group. To be eligible for one of the forestry camps 
the selective process goes even further 9 so that by the time a man 
gets to Plymouth, for instance, he must have successfully passed 
a number of examining boards. 
Previous Studies 
We will, in the following section 9 briefly summarize 
some of the studies which have been undertaken at the Division as 
our study has its o:riginl!l in the research that preceded it. All 
these studies, though their foci have differed, have one thing in 
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common. The population under study was in all cases drawn from 
the treatment caseload, Both McGavern2 and McGrath) were interested 
in men in treatment with the Division whose parole was revoked, In 
both these studies there was also the implicit interest in what 
might be called the treatability of this particular segment of the 
treatment population. In his conclusions. McGrath statesg 
Although the therapeutic process does depend to some 
extent on length of t:!.me in treatment. it may also 
depend on the capacity of the patient for sueh inter-
personal involvements. There is additional evidence 
that treatment of the character disorder is a long 
term undertaking. invol"ing years of treatment and 
hundreds of interviews.~ 
The point that is made in the above passage is that 
capacity to make use of treatment differs from man to man, and 
that at best. for many of the men. treatment wonld be a long 
term undertaking. With this in mind. we began to formulate our 
own research plans. If men differ in their capacity to make use 
of treatment. then there may be a way of isolating out those men 
who show greater capacity for change. and. by directing our re-
sources at them, we might in this way mitigate the need for extended 
treatment and thus open up our resources to greater numbers. 
A third study which influenced our thinking and to some 
extent substantiated McGrath's conclusions. is one done by Hughes, 
She was interested in asses~ing the motivation for treatment of 
eighteen inmates who applied to the Division and her concluding 
2navid McGavern 9 »parole Failure of Men in Treatment with 
the Division of Legal Medicine.~ 
~ark McGrath, "'Characteristics of the Adult Male Public 
Offender and the Effect of Intensive Casework with Him." 
4r_bid. 9 p. 8~, 
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statement notes the followin~g 
The underlying factors motivating treatment in the 
begirming phases of' treatment as identified by the 
worker fell into four psychological categoriesg 
pa. tho logical dependencry needs; fear of losing con~ 
trols; deBire for immediate gratification; and 
rea!lsurance of normalc;j". In varying degrees all the 
clientte: wer,e included in the category of dependency 
needs.' 
At another point HUghe~ states that ~all of the cliente 
6 in this study hadl depend.,ncy needs that had never been satiefied." 
This statement concurs with the undocumented feeling on the part 
of many of' the staf'f at the Di1riaion that many of the men currently 
coming into treatment are motivated to do so by a wish for some 
gratification of these needs 9 and that this group constitutes moet 
of the long term 9 slow progress caseload. Hugh11s suggests. how-
ever. that another 1!;1''oup of men exists. She says that "for those 
few men in this study who seemed to be seeking selt~understanding, 
there is some indication that they may be able to use help ••• •7 
Gone, ern over the quel!ltion of' capaei ty to make use of 
treatment was man:i.fest<!:d also by Stein~raph. who did a study of the 
psycho-social characteristics of parolees who discontinued treat-
ment. In his conclusions. Steingraph writes that "some question 
could be raised concerning the appropriateness of treatment for 
certain men given the severity of difficulty in holding them in a 
one-to-one relationship."B 
ment in 
5constance Hughes. ~otivation for Seeking Casework Treat-
Public Offenders in a Prison Setting.• p. S3. 
6 ~·• p. 4~'L 
1~ .• p. '>'4. 
9Helt'man Steing!"etph. ''A Study of Psycho~social Characterietiee 
of Parolees who Discontinued Treatment with the Division of Legal 
Medicine 9 ~ p. 47. 
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Stein~raph went on to say that ~many of the patients perceived 
their workers with suspicion and guarded themeelvee against emo-
tional involvement in treatment. Mo!!t patient!! tended to deny 
the existence of problem~.~9 And this in spite of the fact that 
these men voluntarily requeeted help. Again we were drawn to the 
question of' appropriateness 9 p;iven our limited re1!1ources. 
Abramek. et ale did a descriptive study of 100 inmates 
from three ot the correctional institutione, all in treatment with 
the Division in its In-Prison Program. The study was aimed at ob= 
taining "a description of the type of person coming into treatment 
10 
at the Division of Legal Medicine.~ Thi:!! :!!tudy suggeeted that 
"it would 
treatment 
be intel."!'HSting to know how the inmate:!l who 
11 
comPare with the total population ••• ~ 
come for 
Thu~. all previoue ~tudiee had been concerned with the 
treatment population. Following the Abramek ~uggestion we felt 
that the prison population in toto 9 the population from which the 
treatment group dome~. had been overlooked. and that before we 
really know what we have 9 we mu~t find out what we don't have. 
Once this was done 9 we felt that we would be better able to evalu-
ate the treatm~>nt group in terms of tho!!e que!!tione which have thu:!! 
far been raised. We decided. in view of thie, to study this broader 
populat1on9 with the specific intent of finding out what, if any, 
diff'erentiated group!! this broader population could be broken into, 
and whether a :!ipecific group could be isolated which might be more 
9steingraph, op. cit. p. 47• 
10Abramek 0 et al., ~A Study of the Personal and Social 
Characteristics of Public Offendere from Three ~aesachusett!l Correc-
tional In!!titutione in Treatment with the Divi:!lion of Legal ~edlcine,lll 
p. 90. 
ll~op Po 9, 
appropriate recipient~ of the resources which the Division has 
to offer-. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
Introduction 
The studies cited in the previous section dealt with treat-
ment groups only. and showed the client public offender's restricted 
capacity to maintain and make use of a treatment relationship. In 
this chapter we will present a method of selectin~ male public 
offenders for whom the capacity to use treatment effectively is 
based upon past achievements, This method consists of applying an 
achievement rating instrument to a sample of inmates assumed to have 
demonstrated by repeated incarcerations that they have problems 
needing treatment. The "High Achievers," or those who score high 
on the instrument, are then tentatively considered to be seriously 
troubled persons who may nevertheless have a relatively greater 
capacity to benefit from treatment. 
Sample 
It would be possible to take a sample of the total adult 
male population in the correctional institutions, but our specific 
purpose led us to consider only those men in the population who, 
by society's standards, show a clear need of rehabilitation. It 
might be said that any man sentenced to prison has demonstrated 
this need. but there is always a certain percentage of men Who 
manage to adjust following one incarceration only. Society has 
come to make such a distinction through the idea of recidivism; 
that is, incarceration for more than one time. The recidivist 
demonstrates by his repeated incarcerations that he has problems 
11 
which nr•e7ent en 6djuo'ltment to life out~ide the institution, and 
therefo:l'e require 1!0!1'!6 kind or attention beyond inetarceration it-
self. Our sa'llple" theref'o1'e, include!! recidivist:! only. 1 
Our sf!mple WI!!.!!! further cirr.n:~mearibed in t>io way:!. First. 
the wo~1en at "C I Fra'T!inghaM were excluded betli!;Ui!H'l the expectations 
for female achi~;vement are E!ubst&ntially different from those for 
males and could not be incorporated into om" instrument. Second• 
the entir'e C<orr,.ctlonetl and mental health complex at MCI Bridgewater 
""'" excluded, Thi!! in~titution deal!! with a variety of special 
problemi!, !!Uch th& t it 1"' functionally e.part from the i!!Y:!I tern repre-
sented by <valpol~, Concord, &nd Norfolk. Al:!lo 9 ~uch problem!! ae 
retardation, paycholli1!, and alcoholbm would unduly complicate the 
application of the instrument .• 
A ~ohort sample of 100 recidivi:!lte waa taken from the 
132 men :!lentenced tCJ Walpo.le or Conoord between January 1, 1961 9 
2 
and Februal'Y 169 :L96l. Th6 remaining 32 men were non~recidivieta. 
This pro::;edure wa.~ thoug;ht to afford a euff'iciently repre11entative 
sample. and it eliminated certain diffioultiea enti!!.iled in the use 
of a random sample, The latter method would re:!lult in a greater 
number of men being paroled "before we could interview them. Al!lo, 
1For thi~ study recidivism wa!l defined as follow:!!~ 
Any person incarcerated for a secOiilld time in any correctional 
fac:!.l:lty, inclu,Un.:s juvenile and military, but excluding incar-
cerations for le:55 than thirty days or for pre~trial detention. 
2Wt11le 1t 1~ ob,Tious that !lome or these men will some 
day be recidivist:;~,, >!11 o!' the men for whom onc1! is enough would 
be in thii!l g~·oup. A:. chou$ we did not ~eore the1!e men we did 
examine half of th~ recor·ds carefully and formed the judgment that 
thi:!l group contained roughly tWi<Cle a" many High Achiever:!! as the 
sample of reoidivi!!ti!!. 
12 
i!!ince they wonld have entered the inetitut1on1! at greater thte 
interval!!, they would not: have had the relatively equal amount 
of time to apply for treatment as tho:'le in our cohort !!!lmple. 
'rhe Achievement Rating Inl!trument ~ lli ~ 
Description 
The in :!I t:r,ument, de:signed to produce a numerical score for 
each man in the aample, con~il!t~ of eleven item:!'l. The first five 
item~ mea~ure '~he lndividu'l!P >!! educational and occupational achieve-
ment!!, a!! f'o}J_c.';t'5i educational le1l'el; military experience; job 
level; job ~tability> and job of longest duration. The last ~ix 
iteme meaeure hie family and eocial achievement:!l2 continuity of 
marriage' family re1lpon1libility; informal l!lociabHity; adult group 
i.nvolvement; adult community involvement; and social status I!!Ob'Llity. 
The fir·s'!; item (educational level) is scored from 0 to 4 
point:s, dependin,g upon the level of achie··.rement; the rest of the 
items are :scored from 0 to 2 points. so that the total possible 
!!core is 2:4 polnt11. 
The basic principle underlying; this measure of achievement 
is the US<!> o::'' objective events indicating; accomplishments that are 
generally reco@:nized by ~ociety. One of the main limitations of 
the scale 1 ies l:.n the c~ocial i terns P which society seldom tries to 
measure systematically even though reeognizing their value" Never-
theless. despite the relative vagueness of the ~event~ or evidence. 
society doe~ make suceh aseessment!lo In !IUCh ca!!es our rationale 
!leeks to create categories based upon these popular conception!!. 3 
3 The ±.nstl"'lment is given in Appendix A; det@l.iled rationale 
for e!!eh ~>Cal~ ite"' i:;! p:iven in Appendix C. 
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The 100 score~ were ranked and divided into quartilee. 
The upper quartile constitutes the •Hi~h Achievers~ (HA)> the 
middle two qu~:r,tllell "Middle Achievers., (MA) > and the lower 
quartile '-Low Achiever~!- (LA}. A~ will be sub~equently :!ihown, 
thi:!i procedure yielded a group of men who were each dbtinct 
from the ether<'! in their level of achievement. 
The nineteen High Achievers who were available were 
intervie·wed in order" to e"Yaluate their knowledp;e o.f DLM 0 s :!iervicee 
and their l""et;~>pt hri ty to trel!l tm<'Jnt by e:xuloring their achievements, 
probleml!lo and wayl!l ot getting; help. A simple guide for the!!e 
focused inter'View·,., ·was devised and committed to memory in order to 
facilitate the exploration of these factor~ in det&il.4 Pract ioe 
interview"' were c:onducted in order to conf'irm ·the workability of 
the ,;o:·ttiae. The resulto!i ot' the interviews will be di!!CU!l!!ed in 
Chapter V. 
In addition to the rating ini!ltrument a :!et of pertinent 
identif'y:!.iW characteri.sti.cs w~.!! provided.$ The data for both 
the rating and the iderntifytng characteristics were obtained from 
the individual record~!~ at the central office of the Department of 
Correctloni!!o 
Reliabilill of ScorinP, 
The rationale for each eep&rate item in the seale was 
developed throu11:h diacus!!ion among the author:!, Who were al!!lo the 
scorero!i. When the item wall a.~reed upon, therefore, each !!corer had 
a clear idea of ite meaning and aoolicat1on. Certain l!ltepl!l were 
4The inte1"view guide i" given ii'I Appendix B. 
I:' 
'The li1'l't of characterll:5tics h given in Appendix A. 
taken ae training in reliability. Two record~ were scored inde-
pendently" item by item, and any differencee that occurred were 
discussed until agreement wae reached. In addition, during the 
ecorin11; or' the 100 records any questionable item wa~ diecu!'leed 
by two or three of the ecorere together. Finally we noted that 
in no case where J;here existed initial dieagreement or uncer-
tainty did :!.t affect the total ecore eo much ae to change the 
quar'tile po:!lit:icn. 
Validity 
The Department of Correctione data are collected by per-
eons who are expert in the determination of facts. The greater 
part of the data have gone through eeveral ~tagee of verification. 
An inmate's etatement:!l are checked again~t euch eourcee ae school. 
employers, and military eervicee; and vital etatietice are verified. 
l!uch !!.!! birthe, deaths, and marriage:!>. In tho:!e ca~el!i where data 
had not yet been euffici~ntly verified an examination of the record 
for internal consistency wae made in orde:!' to facilitate an accurate 
judgment. Fer example 9 about ten per cent of the record!! contained 
what ie called a preliminary data ~heet of unverified etatements. 
Theee data are obtained from the inmate by a :!!killed interviewer. 
The inmate know! that hi~ ~tatementi! will be checked and ie !leldom 
able c:r' di!!po~.e.d to make falee claims. In all caees of questionable 
validity a notation w&e made on the individual !!chedule, and we 
found that re~ardle:!!l!! or how the:!!e were !!cored the hi~h. middle, 
and low achiever oa,teg:orie!! would not have been affected. 
Re~ult! ~Applying the In~trument 
The scoring instr~ent !uccessfully produced three di~crete 
groups ba!ed unon quartile divisioneo There were natural breaka 
between the fir!lt and :!leeond qui!l.rtiles, and between the third and 
fourth, which placed 23 men in each of the extreme quartiles, and 
~4 men in the combined middle two quartilea" 
The hi~te~t pos~ible ~core was 24" The range of high-
achiever :!ICore:!l was 7 to 17 9 middle~achievere, 3 to 6; and the low-
achiever~, 0 to 2" It will be noted that the range of HA !!cores 
if'l 11 pointe, whtch is quite broad eornpared to the MA and LA ranges" 
Yet despite thh, 11!:!1 the t.nalysis in Chapter· II will show, the HA 
group 1~ !ignif"tcantly superior to beth the MA and LA group~ in 
nearly a.ll of' the ~ndividual :!lcale items. We found also that the 
sclllle iteme .r;ompared favorably with the iteme of identifying data 
which were obtained. That is, there wa!i a !!imil<J.r differentiation 
among the adhtever !O"Oupe with reo!ipect to euch identifying charac-
teristic~ a~ ~number of Prior offen!ee 9 ~ "IQ 9 ~ ~a~e at fir~t in-
carceration9~ and ~o on. 
The eca:e item~ dealing with relatedne~e to the larger 
community (informal ~ociability 9 adult group involvement, and adult 
community involvement} did not di~criminate among the achiever 
groupa 9 a~ indeed almoat none of the men scored on the~e iteme. 
Thi~ might be due to insufficient data in the recorde, but such 
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data &r·e usually carefully !!ought by the coJ:<rectional interviewer~. 
It would :!leem from thi!l that these achievements appear only in the 
upper limi t.s of the ~Scale 9 and might better discriminate when applied 
to relatively healthier p;roupa. Apart from thie l!!tudy there 1:!1 con-
siderable ewiden~e available which indicate~ that if the institution 
were regarded a~ the *community* these item~ might then be useful 
in di:scriminat:l.ng among the achiever group:s. Inmate:s appear to 
relate be':t;ter to the community around them when their environment 
i:s controlled 9 and when they do not feel eo different from other 
people with whom they come in contact. 
One item, intended to mea:sure upward mobility through 
a compari:'!on with the :'!ocial !!ltatu:'! of the father~model, appeared 
only :slightly di:scriminating and mu11t be con!ide~ed of doubtful u11e. 
Thie 11eeme to be due to difficultie:s in our rationale for the item. 
It was difficult to aeeee~ the father~model when the home wa:s broken. 
or when :several model:s contu:sed the picture; it wae alec problematic 
whether to credit a man for following the exampl<!> of a '~bad111 model, 
when 9 for example 0 the fathell'' wai!i aleo an off5nder, 
Apart fT'Om 'Che exc<'Jptionl!i noted the 1n!!tl1'ument yielded 
marked dii!'icrimination~ 9 par,ticularly the !lect!on on educational and 
occupation•l l!lc,hievemrent, Thil!i eer:t!on 9 cwn!!i!!ting of the firet 
five itema 9 cont&ined 11.n aggregate of 133 raw pointe for the twenty-
three men in the HA group 9 comp&red with five raw pointe for the 
twenty-thr,ee i.n the LA group. If we add two additional i teme on 
marriage and ramily re~pon~ibility the HA aggregate ii!i etill 194 
and the IA, 27. 
One inter~~ting reault of applying this ecale is that not 
one man who Wll.<S !!entencl!ld to Concord fell into the HA group. While 
this total exGlu!!icm may or may not be accidental. it can reasonably 
be eaid that there •r'e :!lome important difference~ between the Con-
cord inmate~ and the Walpo:!..e inmatei!i, The11e l''eeult!! would eeem to 
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confirm the ~~.~~e~5ment~ that people of other di5ciplines have made 
concerning the potential of these higb~achiever~. Bearing in mind 
our earlier comment;!! !!I. bout the kind!! of men who go to each ineti tu-
tion, we now note that of the twenty~three h1gh~achievere 0 all or 
whom were first !!~nteneed to Walpole. only one wa~ tran~ferred to 
Concord, five were retlllined at Walpole. and ~eventeen were tran:!l-
ferred to Norfolk fr>om whence two went on to Plymouth. 
The Age !''actor 
It is evident that the U:!le of any instrument which pur= 
port:! to evaluate achievement nece~sarily involvee a con:!lidera~ 
tion of the rel\\'l:;ionehip between the l!l.P;e of the pereons ecored and 
the l!l.P;e at which the achievement:! can be expected. One would not, 
for example, expect a :!lixteen~yee.r old boy to have an honor&ble 
di:!lcharq;e r'Y"om the military :!lervice, or to have profes:!lional or 
managerial ~kill ·with respect to hie job. Achievement :!lcale:!l could 
of cour~e be de~igned for any &~e. but our ~cale i~ ba:!led upon 
:!lociety'll expef'3tat:l.one of adulti!i. The very younp: m&n may h&ve had 
:!lome opportunity to ~core point:! on our ~cale 9 but he h&:!l not had 
e.e much ti~e in which to accumulate them !1:!1 the older man. Thi:!l 
meane the young man would be ~omewhat handicapped in becoming a 
high-achiever, 
A:!l would be expected we found a definite relation:!lhip 
between a~e and level of achievement in the re:!lulte of u:!ling our 
:!lcale. We should like to caution, however, a~ainet too quickly 
concludinQ; that thi:!i is entirely 9 or even predomin&ntly 9 a c!lU:!II!ll 
relationsh:!.n, 1.-le fm.1.nd 0 for ex&mple 9 th&t there were lil:!lo :!ltrong 
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relation~hipe between achievement and 1) amount o~ education. 
and 2) a~e at fir~t incarceration. Thue 9 the more gradee com-
pleted. the hi~er the ecore; the earlier incarcerated, the 
lower the ecore. 6 
6
see Appendix D for a more detailed analyeie of theee 
and other factor~ related to correcting for age. 
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CHAPTER III 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RECIDIVIST SAMPLE 
This <>hap'tef' is concerned with the characteristics of our 
sample, characteristics which may be taken to be representative 
of the institutional male recidivist population in general. 'l'he 
material in this chapter was gleaned from two sources. One of 
these sources was the identification data collected on each of the 
men from the Department of Correction's records. The second source 
was the individual items on our rating scale which. taken together, 
go to make up any one man's score. Each of these scale items may 
be looked at not only as being reflectors of achievement, but also 
as descriptive material. In one or two instances an item of iden-
tification data duplicates information already gained from an item 
on the rating scale, and in these instances the rating scale item 
has been used, as we judged the accuracy of the scale item to be 
higher. 
In each of the tables which follow percentages are given 
not only for the total sample but also for the high, middle, and 
low achiever groups. 
Our first table, then, shows the distribution of our 
hundred recidivists according to race. while Table 2 shows their 
di~tribution according to religion. 
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Race 
White 
Negro 
· Totl!!l:!i 
Religion 
Roman Catholic 
Protestant 
None 
Total !I 
High 
Ach i.l!> ve r!i 
(23) 
HA 
(23} 
61 
39 
0 
"[()(r 
TABLE 1 
RACE 
(in percentages) 
Middle 
Achiever !I 
(1)4) 
Low 
Achie'!i'er!l 
(23} 
TABLE 2 
RELIGION 
(in percentage!!) 
MA LA (54) (23) 
61 ~~ 3'5 
~ 0 !0(1' 
Total 
(100) 
79 
21 
'Tim 
Total 
(100) 
64 34 
2 
rnr 
Ta.blill 1 !lhows that. though there i!l a alightly higher pro-
portion of Negroe!i in the middle achiever group than in either of 
the other two 9 in general they are well represented in all three 
groups. Al:!io 0 21 per cent of the sample was Negro. which closely 
approximates the proportion of Negroes in the total male institu-
tional population (about 22 per cent). 
In Table 2 it may be noted that. though the Protestants 
oompo!ied only one-third of the total. they were :!iomewhat better 
represented in the high achiever group in which a1mo:!!t two~fifths 
of the men were Protestant. 
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lr> ~ 
20 ~ 
~') 
"'· ~ 30 ~ 
35 ~ 
Over 
1 Table 3 ~hows the ~ge dietribution of the eample. 
TABLE 3 
AGE 
(in percent&ge:!i) 
H/i. MA LA Total 
Age (23) ( ')4 > (23' (100} 
19 YY'!!o 0 13 1'7 11 
::>4 yY'!l. 9 3'1 39 31 
29 yrs. 26 11 22 17 
34 yr·e. n 15 s 13 
39 J"t:'So 22 JL1 4 12 40 yrs. ~ ~ 9 16 Total~ Tim !1m 
The median for the hilili achiever group (figured fro'!! the raw 
data), fall~ in category five (31J ~ 39 yre.), the median for 
the middle achiever group fall~ between categories two and three, 
and the medi.e.n for the lm.v achiever Q,Toup f'alli!i in category two 
(20 ~ 24 yrs.). It ie clear from this 9 that age and achievement 
are closely l!l.eeociated. The high achiever!! are clearly older 
and therefore have had more opportunities to achieve in the 
col'!!munity. It 1!1hould be noted from our other tablee 9 however, 
that they took advantage of thei'le opportunitiee 9 unlike the lower 
groupi'l 9 who did not take advantage of even those opportunitiee 
which they did have. Furt.her, •~ will be borne out :l.n later 
table~, many of the men in the low~r gc•ou.ps sabotag,~d achievement 
opportunittes by earlier and mc,re numerous incarceration8. 
' 
-"In this table 9 as in many of the other~ 9 our data have 
been broken down into categories which coincide with the categories 
U!led in the Abramek the!lii!'l. Thi~ wa!l done eo !1!1 to enable us, in 
a later ch&pter. to compar~ the two study group~. 
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Table 4 dea.l:!i with IQ.. The high proportion of' unknown 
IQUe (44 per cent) 9 ret'leeh the tendency on the part of' the 
Depal'tment of Cor'recd:;ia'n~ not to have tel!lt!!l done on individuals 
whol!le intelligence doe:!l not appear' to be exaeedingly low. How-
ever 9 f'or individual~ who have had YSB commitmento!l 9 teet resulte 
were in mo!lt ca~es avll-ilable as YSB commitment! usually involve 
routine te11ting. 
TABLE 4 
IQ 
Kin pel"Mntagee) 
H-' 'MA u Total 
IQ ( 23) (54) (23) (100) 
Below 90 13 30 57 32 
90 ~ 109 4 22 '17 17 
110 and over 7~ 9 4 7 Unknown 39 22 ~ To tali!! ~ !'1m roo 
Fifty~!!leven per> ce11:1~ of the low achiever group (or 13 of' the 18 
men teeted) 9 fell into the below average category (below 90). and 
30 per cent of the middle achiever group (or 16 of the 30 men 
tested} were below average in their scores. Even with the high 
percentage of unknowne 9 almoi!!t one=third of the total group fell 
into thie category. However. for 18 of the 23 high achievers. 
IQ ecores were not available. which in view of what wae previously 
!!aid. and in view of the dietribution of thoee ecores which were 
avail~tble. would oseem to indicate a potentially brighter group 
of men. 
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These hundred men had, among them, 120 dependents, the 
distribution being given in Table 5. (This table is the only 
one ~iven in numbers, and not in percentages.) 
TABLE 5 
NUM13ER OF DEPENDENTS 
Dependent!! HA 
(23) 
HA (54) LA (23) Total (100) 
Wives 
Children 
10 
35 
19 
44 
2 
10 
31 
89 
Overall, the average number of children per low achiever 
was .44, compared to the middle achiever who averaged .81, and 
the high achiever who averaged 1.5. It is worthy of note also 
that the low achiever group had proportionately a larger number 
of illegitimate children than either the high or middle groups. 
2 Table 6 deals with number of previous offenses. 
2 Here too our categories are taken from Abramek. Our 
unknown category was added so as to take care of those men for 
whom no exact number was available, though in all the eases Where 
this category wa~ used the number of previous arrests as far as 
we could tell was rather high, and very often included a good many 
short incarcerations for drunkenness. 
Number of 
Offeneee 
1 ~ 5 
6 ~ 10 
11 ~ 1') 
16 ~ 20 
21 ~ 2rJ 
Over 2'5 
Unknown 
To tale 
Though the bulk 
e ixteen previom!i 
of 
TABLE 6 
NUMBER OF PREVIOUS OFFENSES 
(in percentagei!i) 
HA MA LA (23) ( '?4) (23) 
35 20 22 
43 37 35 
9 15 26 
4 11 " !.j. 
0 4 4 
0 2 
_ft 9 6 
Tim mr ~ 
the (I)Smple (79 percent} 9 have fewer 
offeneee, 22 per cent have ~ixteen or 
Total 
(100) 
~~ 
16 
11 
3 
2 
6 
~ 
than 
more • and 
in general, most of the men have had numerous run,~ins with the 
law. The high achiever:!i had proportionately fewer previoue of-
fenl!iee than 'the low achieYerl!i, who, though younger, had more men 
showing up in the higher categorle~ though they had fewer years 
in which to gain thi~ di:!itl.nction. 
Table 7 :!ihow~ the overall pattern of offen:!ies. Our 
categorie:!l in thi:!i table are based on tho~e that Ohlin used when 
he noted a etati~tical relationehip between type of crime and 
parole eucce~~.3 That ie, pereons involved in crimee against 
persone had a st&ti~tically better chance for successful parole 
than men involved in other types of crime, burglary in particular. 
Working from Ohlin'~ Pa:r,ole Prediction Table, the type:!! of crime 
3Lloyd Ohlin, S~lection for Parole 9 p. ~1, 
which h11 listed could be ~ouped under two main headings! 
crimes against person and crimes against property, It was these 
two major groupinga that we used for" our categories in thie table. 
Included under cr:!:mes against per3on are Murder v manslaughter, 
sex crimes. and assault and battery. while crimes against property 
include burglary, larceny. breaking and entering, and the like. 
Ohlin, in cati!Jgorizing men 0 used only that crime which 
carried the greatest penalty. We wished to give a more compre-
hensive picture of each manie criminal history, and therefore 
had to add to th!> person-property breakdown. a third, which we 
called mixed, This enabled us to deal with each manis total 
criminal record, rather thll.n just one particular offense, Our 
mixed category, then, includes those men whoee criminal histories 
include both types of crime. It includes also. robbery, which 
we eaw a~ combining ·Doth typee of crime in one. The addiction 
oate~ory includes men who have been arrested for offenses having 
to do e<>t'd1us i-vely with alcohol or drug!!, while the ca tegorie!!l which 
list addiction ~long with per!!lon or property, or both, include 
crime!! in which a charge of ~<ddiction went along with a charge 
for crimes a~ainst either or both of the other!!. The miscellane-
ous cate~ry consists of crimes such as ar!!lon, escape, and carry~ 
ing a dangeroul! weapon, which could not clearly be classified 
as either person, property, or mixed. 
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Type o:lt 
Crim.s 
Peri!!lon 
Property 
'!/fixed 
Addiction 
Addiction and Pe~i!!lon 
Addiction and Property 
AddicUon and Mixed 
Miacellaneou!! 
To,tali!! 
TABLE 1 
OVERALL PATTERN OF OFFENSES 
(in percent•gea) 
HA (23) 
4 
17 
35 
4 
17 
9 
n 
0 
99 
2 
22 
~0 
2 
~ 
13 
2 
!01 
LA 
(23) 
4 
30 
'~2 
0 
9 
4 
0 
0 
""99 
Total 
(100} 
3 
23 
47 
2 
8 
6 
10 
1 
IOO 
More than half of the men (57 out of 100) fell into one of the 
two mixed categorie!l which gh'es some picture of the varied •nd 
somewhat comprehenei'll'e criminal hi!!torie<! o!' the recidivist 
population. In general 9 there were more men whoee histories in= 
eluded crime!! 1nvroJI:V'ing only property. than crime!! involving 
only pereon. Th~; relatlLv<Sly high number of men involved in some 
kind of an addiction charge i!l aleo to be noted. More than one= 
fourth of the sample are to be found in one or another of the 
•addiction~ categories. 
Table ~ ehow~ age •t first incarceration.4 There ie 
con~iderable variation among the men as to when involvement with 
the law became eeriou~ enough to warrant a ~iret incarceration. 
~ere ilgain the A'bramek categoriee have been u:!led so 
aa to facilitate a later compari<!on of the two ~tudy groups. 
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HA 
Agi!! (23) 
Under 10 0 
10 ~ 14 9 15 ~ 1'9 )0 
20 ~ 24 26 
25 ~ 29 11' 
30 ~ 34 0 
Ji) ~ 39 4 
Over 39 4 
Unknown 9 
Total!! !mi 
TABLE 8 
AGE AT FIRST INCARCERATION 
O:.n percentages) 
M.i IJ\. 
(54) (23' 
0 4 
'ji 7 43 .. 52 40 
17 4 
0 4 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
ll Ril ~ 
Total 
{100) 
1 
21 
~ 
5 
1 
1 
1 
10 
'lrn'O' 
but in general" this occuTTed a't a relatively early age. For 
the high &chievers 9 the medil.n age or first 1ncsll."ceration9 figured 
from the raw data 9 fell in the 20 ~ 24 categolL'"y 9 while for the 
middle &nd lo·11 achi·!>V6r!! 9 'the median fell in the 15' ~ 19 category. 
The high l!Lchiev!>!"lll in gene:!'acl had & one to ti·ve year start in 
accumulating achievements, which then showed up in their scores. 
and to some extent this fact negates the idea that the high 
achievers. because they were older. did better. Even when taken 
at a younger age 9 a aubstantial difference existed between them 
and the other two achievel.~ groups. 
The eleven tables that follow are taken not from the 
identification data, but f'rom our rating seal~ items. Because 
it was position in relation to these items that distinguished 
our high, middle 9 and low achievers from one another 9 it would 
be expected that throughout the t&blea that follow, the high 
achiever g:r·oup i!l I!Ubl!!tantially differentiated from the other two. 
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Table 9. 
Grad;s 
Less th11.n fl gr~del!l 
Completed g?)tt.nUY'l8.~?i i!ICho 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - -
Completed 10 01' n ltt'!!del!! 
Tr11.de 0!" Hip.,h Soh. grad. 
Some Tech. seh. or collep:e 
Total"' 
-
TABLE 9 
EDtJCATION LEVEL 
(in percentage!!} 
HA MA (23) «54) 
17 2i>i 
35' ')O 
-
17 15' 
17 6 
~ 2 rM 
u Totd 
(23} (100) 
91 40 
9 37 
- - -
0 12 
0 1 
0 ~ Im1 
It :!.s :!.rrrpcrtll.nt to note th .. t three=f'ourths of the sample did 
not p:et. b;syond the ninth grll.de 9 thoup:h the high aahievers did 
eubstantlally better than the group as il 'Wole. There exist!! 
a clea:r p'!"ogl'"Mie:!.on in grade:!! t'ompleted from low to high 
achiever:!l 9 with no low achievers falling below the dotted line 
running through the table. 23 per cent of the middle achievers 
falling below it 9 and almoi!lt 50 per cent of' the high achievers 
falling below i'C. 
Further. thie item ~ili!i largely free of the age factor 
a11 all the men 9 regardles~ of age. had roughly equal opportuni-
ties for achiev·!lment in thii!i I! rea. That • in spite of thi!! • the 
hip;h achievers !!till dl!d i!!Ubl!ltll.ntiilllly better than the relit of 
the i!!M!ple 9 would l!i!<em to indicate that more than ap;e i!! involved 
in ll.chievement. There alao appeared to be a close relationship 
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between i!«Jh~f.i·vement :in this item and achievement in all items • 
which would l"urtht!T suggest ths.t more than age is involved in 
higher scores. The !"el.ationsh:tp between educational level and 
achie</emen·c hA!! been noted by other::! also • to the extent that a 
recent HeLlth 9 Education. llnd. Welfare publication begins with 
the to ::.lowing pa:l"agrs.ph g 
Persons with low educ•tional attainment have great 
dii'ticml ty in m~eting the economic •nd sod.al 
needs o'! rr:odern sotJllety. They hav•e 1 imi ted ada pta~ 
b il'i 't.y 'cC• c.hangh1g l"!!<qu lrementl!l f'olr' l!lmployment • and 
they fJr'equently llr'O!I rejected for military service. 
Tho.s•ll who lit1.ck an education r~Ktending beyond al!llmen~ 
tary 11chool are deprt ved of m11.ny opportunities fo:t' 
per~onotl development and pillrticipation in community 
affil.i:C·2!J,. O~ten 'they eannoii: avoid uni!>mploym.ent and 
de pe nd·e n:;;y. · 
'Tabl~!~ Hl da:A.ll!l with mili t>l.ry experoienee and here again 
the hi~h achievers dte~tinguieh themselves 9 with 66 per cent of 
them having had • :sue a~n"e~ful military experience 9 compared to 
17 per cent of' the middle achievers. and 4 per cant of the low 
achievers. As 11. group. only 2~ per cent of the men had a suc-
cessful military Cit.reillr. 
Type of Discharge 
Diehono!"able; othell"; none 
Honorable serwice 
Honorable & outs h.nding 
Totaii!i 
TABLE 10 
MILITARY EXPERIENCE 
(in percentages) 
H1 Ml 
(23) (~) 
35' 133 
'51 ll5 
9 2 
lOY rncr 
LA Total 
(23) (100) 
96 7'5 
4 22 
0 ~ Iml' 
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The next three table"• Table 11 - Job I,evel; Table 
12 - Job StabHity> Table 13 ~ Job of Longest Duration. when 
taken together, present a picture of the work history of the 
sample. 
Type of Job HA 
(23) 
Un!!ki1led 3? 
Semi-:!lkilled 52 
Skilled~ managerial~ 
professional ~ Total iS 
Stability HA 
(23) 
Ca!!ual' .irl'!lf>~ular 17 
Continuou!! - many job!! 70 
Continuouo'i - one or 
few !M Total!! 
TABLE 11 
JOB LEVEL (in perc,ent.age~) 
MA LA (54) (23) 
96 100 
2 0 
2 0 
1015 rna 
TABLE 12 
JOB STABILITY (in percentage!!) 
MA LA ( 5'4) (23) 
76 96 
24 4 
0 0 
100 roo 
Total 
(100) 
83 
13 
ro%-
Total 
(100) 
67 
30 
~ 
From the three tables the picture that one get!! of the 
majority of the sample io'! that of un!!ikilled men, working with 
great irregul111.r'J. ty • and t'ox" !!ihort periods of time. Thi!!l descrip-
tion is most applic~ble to the low achiever group. while it is 
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Length of' 
'Uma 
lese than 1 yr. 
1 or 2 yre. 
2 yrs. or more 
Totals 
leaet applicable 
TABLE13 
JOB OF LONGEST DURATION 
(in percentages) 
HA MA LA 
(2'3) (54) (23) 
17 5? 96 
9 20 4 ~ 22 0 ~ ~ 
to the high achiever group 9 who. 
part. have relatively good work histories. 
Total 
(100) 
57 14 
~ 
for the most 
Table 14 deals with continuity of marriage • while · 
Table 15 deale with what we called family responsibility; that 
is. the ability to support and maintain a family once one has 
taken the prior step of obtaining one. 
M•rital 
Status 
Never married 
Married but div. 
or separated 
Married and living 
with wife 
Totals 
TABLE 14 
C:ON'l'INUI'l'Y OF MARRIAGE 
(in percentages} 
HA. MJ. LA 
(23) <54) (23) 
17 48 91 
57 43 9 
26 9 0 
!1m m m 
Total 
(100) 
51 
38 
11 
!1m' 
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Type of Support 
Irrego o~ no eupport 
Pa:r·tial but C3ontinuoul!l 
Sub:!tantial & continu<:>ue 
Total! 
TABLE 15 
F~ILY RESPONSIBILITY 
(in percentage~) 
HA MA LA (23) (54) (23) 
39 87 96 
39 13 4 
22 0 0 
!W roo lOa' 
Total 
(100) 
78 
17 
~ 
Tabl!'i l!j. l!hows that only 9 per cent of the low achiever group 
managed to ~et married 9 while all but 17 per cent of the high 
achiever group did not achieve this l!ltatul!lo Further. though 
a little over half of the middle achiever group were married• 
lea! than one-fourth of these marriages were suetained 0 while 
not one lo'w achiever could be credited with ill l!IU!tlllined mar-
In scoring men on the family reeponsibility item 
(Table 15) we gave credit for contributions. Whether large or 
l!mallv toward the maintenance of either parental or conjugal 
families 9 thue giving the single men 9 as well ae the married 
onee 9 a chance to score on thil! itemo Neve:i:'thele!!l!l 0 few men 
outeide of the high aC3hiever group were able to gain points on 
thh item. 
When t~bl~~ 14 and 1~ are compared, it also becomes 
clear that many of the men 'who took the fir~t step of getting 
married, were '~hen unabl~ tc> take the further l!tep of adequately 
eupporting their familie~o This is further borne out by the fact 
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that many of the men in our sample had at one time or another 
appeared in court on non~support charges, 
The following three tables • Table 16 ~ Int'ormal 
Sociability; Tabl<!i 17 ~ Adult Group Involvement 9 and Table 18 -
Adult Community Involvement. distinguish minimatlly between the 
high 9 middl~ 9 and low achiever groups 9 and as scale items they 
did not pr<>"i'e d:l..acriminating, For del'Oe;ripti ve purposes" however, 
they give some picture of the inmate•a soaiicl f'unt!ti.oning. He 
is a man who 9 though usually able to form at least relatively 
adequat;e relationships with other individuals 9 rarely gets in-
volved in organized group activities, and even more rarely gets 
involved in groups which have a community service f'unction. 
Type of Sociability 
Evidence of' isolation 
Evidence of some friends 
Evidence of many friends 
Totals 
TABLE 16 
INFORMAL SOCIABILITY 
{in percentages) 
HA 
(23) 
MA 
(54) 
LA, 
(23) 
9 
91 
0 
1m) 
Total 
(100) 
8 
85 
~ 
Were we to have scored these items based on records of institu-
tional rather than 0ommunity histories. we feel that the results 
would have been drastically different, That is, it very often 
happens that men with no group or community involvements whatso-
ever on the outside, very often are able to beoome active and 
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TABLE 17 
ADULT GROUP INVOLVEMENT (in percentagu) 
Type or Group Involvement HA MA 
(23) (~) 
No evid. or activity in 
94 groups or association* 91 
Some evid. or activity in 
6 groups or associations 9 
Evid. or sustained activity 
0 
LA (23) 
100 
0 
0 in groups or association• 0 
Totals ~ m . rn1 
contributing members or the more structured priaon 
Total (100) 
9S 
s 
0 
m 
community. 
Aa it was 9 only S per cent or the men had any recorded history 
or group involvements, and only 1 per cent had any histo~ or 
community service. 
TABLE 18 
AMLT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT (in percenhges) 
Type or Community HA KA LA 
Involvement (23) (~) (23) 
No evid. or service or 
tasks performed 96 100 100 
Evid. or some eer'fiee 4 0 0 
Evid. or substantial 
service 0 0 0 
To tale tm1 ~ ~ 
Table 19 deale with social status mobility. 
was more discriminating than the previous three in 
Total 
(100) 
99 
•1 
0 
m 
This item 
terms or 
distinguishing one achiever group from another, but it was 
3S 
con:t'u!!ed by the fact that we had to give a point to a man who 
wae able to match hill rather. rotp:ardle:!lll of whether hie father's 
Mobility 
Not ae high •~ father 
Same ae1 father 
Higher tha.n I' ather 
Total~ 
TABLE 19 
SOCIAL STATUS MOBILITY 
( :tn percentagei!i) 
HA MA (23) t54l 
57 63 
39 37 
0 
LA 
(23) 
70 
30 
0 ~ 'iOli 100 
Total 
(100) 
63 
36 
1 
rem 
Thirty~~even per cent of the men in our eample were functioning 
on a l•·nl equ•I to or better than. their father:5 9 which would 
eeem t.o indicate that in many caee~ poor eocial functioning was 
a problem of more than one generation 1 1l standing. 
pri!!on male recidivi!!t population. Furthermore. though the 
table!! have been pre~ented from a descriptive point of view 9 the 
material ha~ bean organized in !!UCh a way ae to make clear how 
the three achiever group!! weN arrived at and dietinguiehed from 
one another. It. ehould now be clear how individual men were 
~cored •nd how the high achiever group in particular appear in 
relation to the re~t or' the !!ample. And it :!lhould be clear all!lo, 
that the PT"il!lon population h not homogen•ou:!. It is 9 rather. 
compoeed of a wJJry hetfH"o geneoue group of men who have varied 
achievement hi:!ltoriee 9 and 9 it would :!leem 9 varied potential for 
achievement in the t"utur~o. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COMPARISON OF RECIDIVIST SAMPLE WITH TWO TREATMENT SAMPLES 
This c•harter 'Will deal with how the Recidivist Sample. 
the High Achie·ij'er qulicrt ile, ~tnd two sampl& treatment populations 
compare with respect to both identifit:Jation dillta and achievement 
level, a.;; meumred by our- se<ttle items. There are some marked 
differences in the t;;·o tl:"elltm~mt populations Si!ilected and their 
respectlbre characterlsti(HI will be given first. 
The 1959 Treatment Sample 
'l'his group Willis compoaed of all persons in treatment with 
DTIK as of January 1, 19~9 9 or who entered treatment between 
January 1, 19~9, and December 1 9 1959. The sample included 100 
individuals drawn from three Gorrectional institutions~ Norfolk. 
Conco:r·d, &n<i F:t'am1ngham. None were taken from W~~tlpole and only 
half of the Norfolk cas<!Hl being seen at that time were included 
in the sa.mpl~. About one~thllrd of the Conaord cas&~! being seen 
at that time were also excluded for lack of data. The resultant 
sample then :.ncluded 34 persons from Norfolk• 2·"l from Concord 9 and 
3A from Fr,am1ngham. The latter institution is for females and as 
we were only interested in the male group we eliminated the Fram-
ingham data to facilitate comparisons with the male recidivists. 
We then reYised the percentages on the basis of the resultant 
populllltion of 62 m•les. 45 per cent of which were from Concord 9 
and 5'5 pe:c cent from No:l'folk. Comparilble data were not available 
on evary item 9 ~end in e.uceh Clilses the 191J9 columns '"ill be empty. 
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On a few ta'bles ~ither their figures or ours were given in 
more refi.ned categories whi.ch we then regrouped for broader 
compar·i·sons, 
The Walpole Treatment Population 
'dhi.le we were engaged in the present research. the s taft' 
at ivalpo:;.~ became .suffiCJiently interested to collect identical 
da'~il. on tht>l.l" tot>~.l trea.tment population as of Januu•y, 1962. 
They co:::..ee';eJ rhe identification data from comparable or duplicate 
rec;ozcd& oi the Depal!'•tment of Corrections and Wl!lre briefed on our 
use of the Bc&l·e ltl!ms, The constant training in yoeliabili ty 
used '4ith the Recidivist S11.mple 0 howeve:l' 9 was not used 9 and a 
l•ter· H,,,.,:..ew cf Walpole data, plus discussion with the Walpole 
Stu'f' 9 suggest.:> a slight upwayod bias in thei:l' ratings. The seale 
items were lr~~<ted by the individual'!! O'Wrl theTapist 9 giving a some-
what more fa\i'<Yt'~~Cble view of the individual's achievements. Wherever 
dhcrepancies appeared between l!!imila:l' data gathered for identifi-
cation ]:)'J!r"PO!!es from objective sources and the rat:!.ng 9 the records 
or the rater were consulted to make appropriate modifications. 
Thel!e were not frequent. 
Scores on the scale items for the Walpole Treatment 
Group ware clustered at the extremel!!8 seventeen individuals had 
3 points or l<'>l'Hq seventeen were High Achievers (seYen points or 
more)~ and only six persone had the central ecores of 4. 5. and 6. 
Thus 9 only fifteen per cent of Walpole'e t:l'eatment population had 
these cem;ral l'!cores 9 dornpared to thirty~seven per cent of the 
Recidh'il"'t Sa.mple. Allowing for the upward bb.ses mentioned. 
severi'.l of the eight persons with a score of 3 would more 
closely correspond to our low achievers (two pointe or less). 
'The Walpole Treat;ment Group thus consisted of forty 
per~10ncs 9 rr;any of whom were !!erving relatively long !!entencel!l for 
more l!lel~ious of"fenses. 'l'hirty~one of these forty per :!'Ions had 
been 5<'>n!"ined in the previous five year!!, ~ix more be'J:;ween five 
and ten yea1'!!1 9 and the remaining three scattered over a twenty year 
period. Per!!lone in treatment prior to two and one~half years ago 
were ~eleeted by \!lomewhat different pro<ledure!l. Sex offender!! 
were selected and offered treatment as required by law and there 
were ~eventeen ~ex offenders among Walpole's treatment popula= 
tion 9 of' Whi.ch ten had been in tre~t.tment beyond the two and one-
half year period ~pecified above. Five of these were in the high 
achiever cate11:ory; the other<!! had very low scores. 
TWenty per cent of the Walpole Treatment Group were on 
parole and cont irruin.~~: treatment in the community. Thi!!l parole 
group Wlk~ another <!lource of slight upward bias !Iince it enabled 
this grcrJp to take advantage of whatever treatment gains might 
have been able to add to their outside community achievements. 
Despite these limitations it was felt that addition of 
the!!le data was hi.ghly desirable • !!I inoe it provided much needed 
material not covered by the 19~9 11tudy. It al<!!o give!! a picture 
of Walpole's tre~t.tment population which the former !!ltudy did not 
include. Secondly. it ie lk c;urrent !!lmllple of' a tre~t.tment group 
and together 'WJith the 1959 data set!! our material in clearer per= 
speotive 0 a~ the Recidivist Sample included people from all of the 
male inl!ltitutional setting:!!. 
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Identification Data 
All of the followinll: table:!! ehow the !zy'oupe on a per-
centu:e ba~15 to taoil1tate oomparieone 9 a:!! each group was dif-
ferent in el.ze. General characteJrieticn!l will be presented first, 
followed by the moet di~criminatin~ scale item:!!. Race and reli-
gion are preeented in Tablee 20 and 21. 1 
TABLE 20 
COMPARISON OF RACE 
(in percentages) 
Re cidi vi:!lt High 19'59 ftalpole 
Race Sample Achievers Treatment Treatment (100) ( 23' (62) (40) 
White 79 53 90 82.1) 
Negro 21 17 10 r86:6 Total:!! !m'J' Tim !'1m 
In thi!i table the only noteworthy feature i11 the :j,ow 
number of Negroee!l in the 19~9 !!ample compared to the othere. The 
recidiviet Sample comes cloeeet to the general prieon population 
estimated at twenty~two to twenty~four per cent Negro. 
1 For purposee of eimplification all tablee after the 
firet will uee the following abbreviationeg RS- Recidivist 
Sample~ RA - High ~ohieverez 1959 ~ 19~9 Treatment Sample> 
WT - Walpole Treatment Sample. 
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Religion 
Roman Catholic 
Proteetant 
Jewieh 
None 
Totah 
TABLE 21 
COMPARISON OF RELIGION 
(in percentage~) 
RS HA 19'59 (100) (23) (62) 
~ 61 64.5 39 32.5 
0 0 3 
2 0 0 
Tim r<m too.o 
WT 
(40) 
65 
30 
2.5 
~ 
There are no appreciable religiou~ difference~ among 
the four group!!. 
Table 22 i~ broken=down into five year interval~ for 
the more u!!leful age grouping~ between fifteen and forty. 
Year:!! of Age 
rr;= 19 
20 
- 24 
25 = 29 
30 = 34 
35 = 39 
40 =+ 
Total!! 
In thie tabl!!l 
RS (100) 
11 
31 
17 
13 
12 
16 
rao 
TABLE 22 
COMPARISON OF AGE 
(in percentage~) 
HA 
(23) 
0 
9 
26 
13 
22 
190::9 (62) 
8 
32 
29 
13 
11 
~ ~ 
we !!lee a fairly clo~e ~imilarity 
WT 
(40) 
2.5 
12.5 
22.5 
25 
17.5 
20 
!OO.i.'l 
betwaen 
the age di~tribution of the Recidivi!!lt Sample and that of the 
1959 Treatment Sample. There i~ al~o a rough !!imilarity between 
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our High Achiever group and the Walpole Treatment Group, both 
being considerably older than the former two groups. One major 
reason for this is that Concord inmates represent a rather sizable 
percentage of both the Recidivist Sample (26 per cent) and the 
19~9 Treatment Sample (4~ per cent). There was no Concord repre-
sentation in either the High Achiever group (not by design) nor 
in the Walpole Treatment Sample. Since Concord is an institution 
for the youthful offender. it would be expected to influence the 
age level in this direction. Accordingly one would expect the 
19~9 Treatment Sample to be the youngest of all since they had 
by far the highest Concord representation. Such was not the 
case. and it suggests that treatment services are somewhat lack-
ing in appeal for the most youthful offenders. 
Tables 23 and 24 eupnly data on grades completed and 
intelllt:!;ence. 
TABLE 23 
COMPARISON OF GRADES COMPLETED 
(in percentages) 
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In Table 23 we have the achievement least sensitive to 
the age factor. and yet our High Achievers are easily distinguished 
from the other groups which in turn are more alike than different. 
The percentage of High Achievers completing ten or more grades 
are nearly double these other groupe. Clearly. something beyond 
a~e is involved in the selection of the High Achievers. 
RS 
I.Q. (100) 
Below 90 32 
90 - 109 17 
110-+ 7 
Unknown ~ Tota.ls 
TABLE 24 
COMPARISON OF I. Q. 
(in percentages) 
HA 195'9 ( 23) (62) 
13 24 
~ 29.'5 14.1) 
~ 32 Ioo.o 
WT (40) 
15 
42.5 12.5 
~ 
To properly interpret the above table it should be noted 
that test~ng was more apt to be done on individuals whose intel-
ligence was questionable. Thus the extremely high number of 
unknowns (71) per cent) among the High Achievers could reasonably 
be interpreted as indicating that the correctional system had 
no reason to question the I. Q. of a larger percentage of this 
group than the others. Where it was questioned• thirteen out 
of twenty-one per cent was below average (broadly interpreted 
as below the 90-109 category). However. there is also a greater 
tendency to have I.Q. data from some other source (school or 
Youth Service Board) on younger offenders which would also account 
for the higher number of known I.Q.'s in all other groups. 
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Table~ 25 and 26 give a picture of how the groupe 
compare with respect to marriage and dependents, 
Marl t.al S'tiltus 
Single 
Married 
Separated 
Widowed 
Divorced 
To tale 
*includee 
TABLE 25 
COMPARISON OF MARITAL STATUS 
(in percentage~) 
R.S, HA 195'9 
(100) (23) (62) 
5'2 17 63 
22 40 *11 
14 13 9.5 
9 22 2 
~ 8 18%:6 rmr-
6.') per cent with 1. previous divorce 
WT (40) 
47.5 22,5 
?.5 
2.5 
20.0 
106.6 
The High Achiever population demonstrates euperior 
ability to both get married and ~tay married. Only eeventeen per 
cent remained single compared to one~half to two~thirde for the 
other groupe. Forty per cent were etill married• a rate almoet 
twice as high ae the Recidiviet Sample and the Walpole Sample, and 
almost four timee ae high a~ the 195'9 Treatment Sample. We con-
eidered thie evidence of ability to form and maintain relation~ 
ehipe -- an important indicator in evaluating treatment potential. 
The age factor cute both ways on thi~ item since while they have 
a greater opportunity to get married (being older) they aleo run 
a greater ri~k (time~wise) of it~ di~solution by divorce or death. 
Die~olution by death wae almoet three timee ae common ae divorce 
in both the Recidivist Sample and the High Achievers. (Only one 
of the High Achievers who was widowed wae in for murder or man-
elaughter 9 but it i~ not known if he killed hie wife.) The 
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divorce rates were considerably higher for both treatment 
~roups, fourteen and one~half per cent •nd twenty per cent 
comp•red to ei11;ht per cent for the High Achievers and three 
per cent for the Recidivist Sample. 
TABLE 26 
COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF DEPENDENT$ 
Averages 
Mean No, of dependents/ 
person 
Me•n no. of dep. ch'n/ 
person 
RS 
(100) 
1.2 
.89 
HA, 
(23) 1959 ( 62) 
WT (40) 
.83 
.63 
Our High Achievers also have a much higher mean number 
of dependents and dependent children than either the Recidivist 
Sample or the Walpole Treatment Group. A person need not be 
married to have a leg•lly dependent child. We did not distin-
!l;UiSh between legitimate •nd illegitimate children. 
T•bles 27 9 28. and 29 give • picture of previous criminal 
histories. The first of these t•bles gives the number of previous 
offenses. 
Since our s•mple •nd therefore the High Achievers were 
•11 recidivists there could be no first offenders as there were 
in both tre•tment samples. Despite this we s~e a high concentr•-
tion of Hi~h Achievers with ten or less previous offenses (seventy-
eight per cent). Walpole. with seventy-seven per cent 9 shows a 
Number of 
Offenses 
0 
1 * 5' 
6 - 10 
11 - ~ 
Exact no. unknown 
Totals 
TABLB 27 
OOlfPARISON OF PREVIOUS OFFENSES 
(in percentages) 
RS HA 195'9 (100) (23) (62) 
0 0 1.8 
~~ aj 30.5' 22.5 
32 13 45 
6 ~ 0 -nm ~~.B 
similar picture, but this gro~p had the advantage 
of first offenders. There are rough similarities 
WI' (40) 
5' 
45 
27.5 
20 
~ 
of .five per cent 
between the 195'9 
Group and the Recidivists and closer similarities between the Val-
pole Group and the High Achievers. Both the latter groups are 
older and have therefore had opportunities for a greater history 
of offenses. However, the differences could also be due to their 
having committed more serious offenses which involved longer in-
carcerations and therefore opportunities for more frequent arrests. 
The following table shows the overall pattern of offenses. 
Crimes against the person tend to draw longer sentences and we find 
the Walpole Treatment Group with the highest percentage of these 
(30 per cent--111 person• and 111person plus addiction• combined), .t'ol• 
lowed by the High Achievers (21.5' per cent), and the Recidivists 
(11 pel" cent). This tends to support the idea that the fo:rmer two 
groups, although older, may have bad reduced opportunities for 
more frequent arrests. However Ohlin found that persons who 
commit crimes against a person are bette!" pa!"ole !"isks, so that 
TABLE 28 
COMPARISON OF OVERALL PATTERN OF OFFENSES 
(in percentages) 
Pattern of 
Offenses 
Crimes against person 
Crimes against property 
Mixed persons and property 
"Addiction"' 
"Addiction" and person 
".Addiction"' and property 
~Addiction" & persons & prop. 
Miscellaneous 
Totals 
RS 
(100) 
3 
23 
47 
2 
8 
6 
10 
1 
l:<m 
HA (23) 
4 
17.5' 
J") 
4 
17.1) 
9 
13 
0 
1M.<! 
these data have some positive aspects too. 
19tJ9 ( 62) 
WT 
(lj.O) 
roo.o 
By combining all figures where "addiction"' was involved 
we find that the High Achievers have the highest rate of such 
histories with 43,5 per cent compared with 30 per cent for the 
Walpole Group and only 24 per cent of the Recidivists. This 
finding seems to be most at variance with all the other data if 
one endeavors to interpret it psycho=dynamically. It means 
that the most "advanced~ group in terms of achievements also 
show the most "orality" or the earliest stage of psycho=sexual 
development. More attention will be given this finding in the 
chapter on the High Achiever interviews. 
Table 29 below supplies data on the age at first in-
carceration, in five year intervals between fifteen and forty. 
In this table we see clearly another reason for the High Achievers• 
ability to score on our scale. Only 39 per cent were incarcerated 
before age twenty compared with 4') per cent for Walpolez 1)4,5 per 
4.7 
Arze 
Under 10 
10 - 14 
IS' - 19 
20 - 24 
2') ~ 29 
30 ~ 34 
3'> - 39 
39 ~ 
Unknown 
Totals 
TABLE 29 
COMPARISON OF AGE AT FIRST INCARCERATION 
(in percentages) 
RS HA 1.9~9 
(l.OO) (23} (62) 
l 0 1.5 
21 9 11 
n 30 42 26 29 
5 17 8 
l. 0 ).5 
1 4-5 3.5 
1 4.5 1.5 
10 9 0 
100 100.0 100.0 
WT 
(40) 
0 
7.5 
37.5 25 
15 
5' 2.5 
5' 
~ • 
for the 1959 group and 75 per cent for the Recidivists. By 
avoiding early incarcerations the High Achievers increased their 
achievement opportunities. Note that all of the groups did ap-
preciably better than the Recidivists with respect to avoiding 
early incarceration. A possible interpretation of later incar= 
cerations for both treatment ~amples is that persons whose con-
trols were sufficiently well developed to have kept out of early 
serious involvement with the law might be quicker to recognize 
when something went wrong. leading them to seek treatment. 
Another possibility is that they were just as seriously involved 
with the law but the responsible authorities had more confidence 
in the families of these individuals and permitted them to remain 
in the community longer under family supervision. If the second 
interpretation is accepted it does not account for their seeking 
treatment unless one considers them more dependent on others to 
provide controls. 
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Scale Items 
The followin~t five tables are comparisons of scale 
items that do not duplicli!.te identlfication data. Comparable 
data from the 19<;'9 Study eould be obtained only on the first 
of these five tables. However the Walpole Treatment Sample 
can ba ceompared or, every 1 tern and it should be noted that thh 
group has cons i;:d;ently m.t.d.- :~~- better· !!bowing than the 195'9 
Group wherever comparttbll!i dllcti'. were avail~:ble. 
The scale items will begin with military experience. 
TABLE 30 
COMPARISON OF MILITARY EXPERIENCE 
(in percentages) 
Summary of RS HA 19<;'9 
Military Experience (100) (23) (62) 
Dishonorable, other, none 715 3<J 79 
Honorable service 22 "57 19 
Honorable & outstanding service rni 8 2 To tall! ~ ~ 
The High Aehievers with 6') per cent having 
WT (40) 
62 
35'.5' 
~ 
successfully 
completed a period of military service have scored much higher 
on this item than both the Walpole Treatment Group with 38 per 
cent (who have a similar age advantage). and the 19<;'9 Group 
with only 21 per cent. Onee again there is a close similarity 
between the 19<;'9 and Reeidivht Groups. 
'h.bles 3:1" 32 P and 33 present dif'fertmt aspects of the 
oe~cupational histories of these men. 
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TABLE 31 
COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL 
(in percenta~~;es) 
Level of Occupation RS HA 
(100) ( 23) 
Unskilled 83 35' 
Semi= skilled 13 5'2 
Skilled 9 1tHtna!>-;erittl 9 pi"of'e ssion•Jc~ ~ Total!3 
WT (40) 
60 
27.5 
rM:t • 
Almost two·~thirdJ of the High Achievers had some work 
skills compared to forty per cent for Walpole and seventeen per 
cent for the Recidivists. Very few of any I!TOUP had the hi~her 
level skills (ranging between four and thirteen ner cent). How-
ever such skllls require long periods of t5ustained efforts which 
persons whose careers are i.nterrupted by periodic incarceration 
would find it exceedingly difficult to acquire. Lengthy !near-
eeration gives a few persons an opportunity while in prison to 
acquire ski~ls on this level. Printing and a few maintenance 
jobs are some exampl~a. 
We were also interested in job stabHity. Table 32 
gives these results. 
TABLE 32 
COMPARISON OF JOB STABILITY 
(in percentages) 
Summary of Work :EXperience RS HA 
(100) (23) 
Caeual. irregul•I' 67 17 
Continuous, many jobs 30 70 
Continuous, one or a few jobs 3 rM-To tali!~ !00 
WT 
(40) 
'57. 5 
20 
22.5 too.o 
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The superior job stability of the High Achiever ie clearly 
evident, Eighty~three per cent showed re~lar work habits. while 
only forty~two and one=half per cent of the Walpole Group and 
one-third of the Recidivists were able to do as well. 
Table 33 represents an effort to capture the highest 
point in the work history although it might be irregular from 
an overall point of view. 
Longe:st Job 
Lees than l year 
1 - 2 yrs. 
2 years or more 
TABLE 33 
COMPARISON OF JOB OF LONGEST DURATION 
{in percentages) 
Total!! 
RS 
(100) 
57 14 
29 
100 
HA 
(23) 
17 
9 
~ 
The High Achievers have more than twice as many in the 
top group (74 per eent) as the Walpole Treatment Sample (35' per 
cent). while the Recidivists had only 29 per cent. 
The final comparison concerns family responsibility. 
TABLE 34 
COMPARISON OF FAMILY RESPONSIBILITY 
(in percentages) 
Provision for Family RS HA 
(100) (23) 
Irregular. no support 78 39 
Partial but continuous l!!Upport 17 39 
Substantial & continuous support 5 22 
Totals nm I'lm 
W'l' 
(40) 
67.5 
7.5 25 ioo.o 
Thi~ it~m and the foregoing item on marital status 
were the most discriminating measures of social achievements. 
A~ain a compari~on with the treatment sample strongly favors the 
High Achieve~~s 9 si.xty~one per cent to thirty~two and one~half per 
cent for the Treatment Sample. 
General Observations on the Treatment Samples 
A curiou~ factor about the two treatment samples is 
their difference !'rom the T'ei!!psative populations from which they 
were drawn. The 19~9 :!!ample was taken from the Norfolk and Con-
cord in:!it1tution!! which hrt.ve been previously identified as the 
mo~t select and least !elect 9 reepectively 9 of the total correc~ 
tional population. De~p1te drawing from the extremes of the cor-
rectional population the 19~9 !ample tends to look like the Reci-
divist sample (roughly representative of the total correctional 
population) or like the middle achievers. An obvious possibility 
is that the extremes off~et one another in the group data to pro-
duce the more centralized group result~. It wae not possible 
from the 19~9 etudy to look at the result! from an individualized 
!! tandpo int. 
On the other hand 9 the Walpole sample was taken from a 
central group of the total correctional population. Some of the 
more favorably viewed individual! had been transferred to Norfolk, 
or the prieon camps 9 whil~ !!orne of those viewed less favorably 
(lower intelligence or young ~intractibles~) had been transferred 
to Concord. (Ten of eighteen pereons te!!ted among the recidivists 
from Concot•d were below average in intelli<:!:ence.) 
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How~ver, de~piteJ thi:!l :!!Creeninp: proc~se, :!!harply reduc-
ing the extreme element~ in Walpole'"' population, the treatment 
ll;I"oup from W~t.lpole :!lhowed a definite polarity in their achieve-
mente, resemblin~r ~ither our high achiever!! or low a')hievere, 
evident in table§ 32, 33, and 34, A unique feature of Walpole's 
treatment populAtion that might account for this unexpected 
polarity i:!l the already noted di:!lproportionate number of sex 
offender~. Sex off",ender:!l al! a group tend toward the extremes g 
those whose :!leX offen~M! may be combined with low intelligence 
and poor general community background, and those whoee offenses 
are due to compul:!lione that ll.l:"e mal."ked.ly deviant fTom the rest 
of their value syetem, 
While it ie po~eible to exnlain, as above, why each of 
the treatment g;roupe are different froM their re~pective general 
population~, a third poe~ibility should not be overlooked, It 
may be that treatment service~ attract p~ople who are different 
from the mainl!ltream of the env1ronmente in which they live. Be-
ing differ$nt could handicap them in inetitutional adjustments, 
increa~e their eelf-awareneee and hi~hlight problem areae. eausing 
them to eeek treatment. Thie hypotheeie merite further etudy. 
Summary of Comparieone 
The mo!!t outetanding feature that can be elicited from 
the comparieon table!! in th1s chapter is that both treatment 
samplee f~:enerally rated higher than the recidivist :!!&mple. while 
the h1gh achievere rated appreciably higher than both treatment 
~ample~. Thi~ mean~ that the methods of ~election used in choos-
inP; both treatment !Zl'oups were di~criminating in terme of higher 
achievement"' but were lee~ discriminating than they might have 
been had they eyetematiaally ueed the rating instrument de~igned 
in thi:ol e tudy. 
The method~ u~ed in eelecting the Walpole treatment 
.group appeared more dii!lcrim:l.nating than thoee U:!!ed in ~electing 
the 19~9 treatment group. Over two~f:l.fths of the Walpole group 
were actually clas~ified ae high achievere, but the remainder 
tended to be very low. Walpole had the advantage of selecting 
from an older general population and wae completely free of 
Concord repreeentation and the re~ulting downward biae. (Forty-
five per cent of the 19~9 sample were from Concord.) 
Repreeentation of Concord in the eamplee probably accounted 
for much of the rough eimilaritiee between the rec:l.diviste and the 
19~9 group, while lack of Concord representation helped the Walpole 
treatment group to look more like the high achievers. 
It ehould be noted that the above generalization! con-
cerning the 19~9 eample are baeed on lees complete informationo 
The main baeee of oomparieon were in the identification data 
rather than ~cale :l.teme. Most notably lacking in the 19~9 data 
wae a picture of the occupational hietories. The inference! ueed 
in makin~ the preceding generalizatione were drawn from military 
performancee and appraieale of the occupational hietory a~ given 
in the 19~9 etudy, but the~e were very limited approximation! 
and did not coincide aufficiently with the categories ueed in 
the other data to allow for tabular comparieone. 
CHAPTER V 
HIGH ACHIEVER INTERVIEWS 
Background 
In thi~ chaptell' an attempt will be made to preeent an 
impre!!!licni!!tic view of the HiF>:h Achievere. Nineteen of the 
twenty~·three High Achiever!! were interviewed by the authore. 
Of the four who were not !!een, one wae ruled out becau!e he 
had already :r·eceived con!iderable peychiatric treatment through 
DIM and Correctional re!!ourcel!l. One man had escaped and had 
not been returned to !!tate control. Two othere were being held 
in county control beoau!!e of eoecial circumetancee. One of 
theee wa!! a material witneee in an inetitutional elaying. Be-
cauee of the epecial problem!! involved no effort Wal!l made to 
contact these men. 
Of the nineteen men interviewed, eight were at Norfolk. 
four were at l4alpole, two w·ere at Plymouth prison camp, one wae 
at ~oncord, and four were already paroled. Thie dietribution 
a little over a year after incarceration clearly reflects the 
favorable views Correctional and Parole authoritiee aleo formed 
of the High Achievere. Deepite etrong parole cooperation, the 
four parolee! were the mo!!t difficult interviewe to obtain. 
Eventually, however, one wae pereuaded to come to DLM, While 
another hi~hly re!!ietant parolee accepted a telephone interview 
and became very cooperative in the proceee. The remaining two 
re~ponded to vieits to them, one of which was by appointment. 
Approach ~ and ~ Response 
The gen'"~ffl'!.ll approach used in !!ettin~=~; up the interview 
was to id<mt ify th6 purpoee a~ a reeeareJh 1l tudy for DLM and as 
much as PO~Jeible to di~eociate ourselvee from treatment. insti-
tutional, or parole aime. 1 The identification of the interviewers 
with Dr.M and theill" treatment airn~ proved to be very strong. and 
the effort~ made by the lntervie·W'ers to di!!eoclate the purpoeee 
of the re11eardh fyoom varioue adminietrative int.ereets were not 
too 11ucceeeful. Several respondents felt we were trying to find 
out eomething for eome correctional agency or for parole in the 
guise of re~earch. Confidentiality was aesured in connection 
with all euch intereets. The interviews 11eemed to be nearing 
termination before many of the respondents really eaw our purpol!e 
ae research 9 and no doubt eeveral left with reeervatione. Some 
thought of the intez-v1ew ae an effort to draw them into treatment, 
while other.~ t.r,ied to divert the interview in a treatment direc-
tion. More will be eaid of thie later. 
The interview~ began with an opening focue on past 
achievements to help establish rapport. Following thie, barrier!! 
to further achievements were di~cueeed which led eaeily into 
problem areae. Then an interest wae shown in the kinds of help 
ueed, if any, to overcome or deal with these problem~. All forms 
of help were coneidered 9 but included in thie was a more !!peeific 
focus on their view of DLM eervice:s. There wae a natural flow 
in the topice of interest and it was not diffieJult to guide the 
1see Appendix B. 
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interview along these general line~. More difficulty wa~ ex-
perienced in opening the intilirv:i.ew~ and conveying the reeearch 
purpo:!!e. 
All interviewe were proce~~~recorded and then briefly 
eummariz<'id around the focal point~. Some of the eommon element:! 
2 
were then identified ana wi11 be prel!!ented impre~l!ionietically. 
Th;, i:nterviewerll al:!lo I!'JValuated each man in much the 
eame way a~ they would prepare for a regular clinical intake 
pre~entat!on, in which they were all experienced. Prominent 
coneideration~ in ·che evaluation were the man'!! ability to talk 
about a problem area if not to clearly id<!tntify it, and l!Ome 
aeeel!!ement of hie willingneee to work on or do ~omething about 
removing or modifying the i!!ource of di.scomfort. 
Before lockir..g more olo~ely at what the nineteen men 
thought about their achievemente, problems, and help, we would 
like to note that only one ~ou~t out tr·eatment on hie own. He 
had proceeded throu~ the intake proce~e but had not begun 
treatment. None of ·:t;he l"emaining eighteen appeared ready to 
make the ~tep unle~~ someone ftreached out~ to them. However. 
if thie ~reachin~ out~ took place and were skillful. the inter-
viewers felt that: all but one would respond. This latter opinion 
doe~ not mean they would all be good treatment candidates. Some 
reaeone for thie will emerge in reviewing the nineteen High 
2 It ie unfol:'tunate that the actual interviewe could 
not be included in thie 5tudy, because they captured the indiv-
iduality of the Hi~h Achievers, which ie ob~cured in thie group-
ing procee:!l. Howe•;rer, preeenting the individual~ in thi~ de-
tailed way would inYol ve dbelo~ure of rna terial that would tend 
to identify the men. Preesure of time prevented more !!yetematic 
analyeie of the data in this ehapter. 
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Achieve:r:s' opinions and ideae. about their achievements and 
problem.!! !1.1'1 well &1'1 what they consider !l:!i help. 
Ach ie vem~m t:!! 
Thirteen of the nineteen High Achie•1ere. mentioned work 
amon~~: their ach:!.evemente 9 while !'Ieven indicated military service. 
and four referred to education. Two men felt rearing families 
were achievement!! and one !Seemed proud o:r hie reputation in the 
community. One ever' cited hi11 criminal record ae an achievement 
and wanted thhi to be taken seriously. 
Perhapo!i the most 1!tl!'1Jeing reepon11e in the area of 
achievement wae the fact that ten of the nineteen found it dif-
ficult to believe they had any. The context of eight of these 
ten intervi~w~ indicated that their sense of being failures was 
due to a different frame of reference than wa!'l U!ed to e.elect 
the High Achievere. In mo!'lt case~ it eeemed quite clear that 
they di~eocie.ted them~elve~ f:r·om criminale and had middle-class 
values. Their achievements were thue compared to more e.ucceeetul 
friende and relative!! in bueinese 0 profeeeione, or the higher 
tradee. They were not too flattered at being among the top group 
of a prieon population. One who wae particularly outepoken called 
h:!.e fellow inmatee 011!cum011 and "'creepe,ot who would ,.cut your 
throat or rob your room"' l!lt the tir!lt opportunity. Another com~ 
man reaction to introducina; their e.chievemente waa that it was 
ineincere and de!!igned to "'con111 them into ~omething. This feel-
ing wa!l often evident even among those who d:!.dn 1 t u~e the prison 
lan~age. 
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Haw~~er. there wa~ a group about a~ lar~e who reeponded 
positively to N•cognition of their achievements and elaborated 
on them. Here the intended effect wa~ aceompli~hed, and it freed 
them to coneider problems le~~ defeneively. Even the above nega-
tively reactin~ group were not completely impervioue to thie ap-
proach. 11ir1ce they became increa~ingly cooperative al! the inter-
view progreseed. 
Probleme 
Over half the interviewees con~idered some form of 
"addiction,~ chiefly alcohol, to be among their problema and 
generally related it to the more serious offeneee for which they 
were incarcerated. Almoet ae common were difficultiee in inter-
pereonal relationehips, mainly marital and family. Often the 
marital or family problem wae eeen ae the lose of an important 
form of eupport through death, or deeertion, following which 
some adju~tme~t problems appeared, 
Six persons identified specific personal problems that 
gave them trouble, One was trying to cope with hie tendency to 
manipulate othere ("echeming"). Another seemed quite aware of 
being ~too dependent.• The third spoke of depression and the 
fourth was concerned about planning for hie ~old age.* With 
eomewhat lee~ awarene~e, the fifth individual talked peripherally 
about the difficulty he had controlling aggreeeion, and the e1xth 
completely projected hie concern about homoeexuality in the insti-
tution. The latter had a long ~~ntence and hi! chief concern 
wa! with this immediate institutional problem, 
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Four people pointed out externalized problem~. ~uch a~ 
the need for a job or trade. Three of the~e were being con~idered 
for imminent parolee. One pereon on parole saw a need for more 
education or a trade. Two people felt they had no problem~. 
Uaing their clinical judgment the interviewer~ noted 
marked dependency i:c~ eight pereon~. high impulsivity in five 
other11 • of whi,ch two had 1!1eriou~ problem!! of control. two had 
p!lyohotic potential. and one eeemed retarded. 
Help 
The moet common method of managing problems was engag-
ing in activity. Almost half of the interviewee~ emphasized 
this ae a help. ~Keeping busy~ wa~ recognized a~ a way of avoid-
ing trouble with other's and in s. t'ew caee~ of preventing painful 
thoughts. Those with problems controlling hostility were more 
specific about "keeph;g their hand:!'J b'u!ly" or etre!lsed the desir-
able behavi.or of "never laying 11. hand on anyone." 
Almost •~ common as activity in coping wi.th problems 
was the pattern of i.~olating one~elf or withdrawing, but only 
one !!poke of this as a definite help. Thb man was quite para-
noid and tried to make a virtue of hi~ isolation. The others 
practiced it but apparently more from neceseity than preference. 
Alcoholics Anonymous wa!! ~een as a source of help by 
~ix per~on~, and mo!!t of these had actually been member!! for 
several month!!. The~e individual~ were attracted by hearing how 
other!! handled simil•r problems and the knowledge that there were 
others facing si.milar difficulti.e~. Some were quite i!!olated 
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and welcomed the oppcn~tunity to eocialize in a eituation where 
they did not feel dtfferent o:!' at 11. dil'!lldvantaQ;e, 
Five person~ ~aw a p~ychiatrist or a eocial worker ae 
a ~ource ot help but had not pur~ued th1e 'Go any Q;reat extent. 
It may have been a reeponee to being interviewed by representa-
tives ot' a pl'!ychiat'l'lo cllnic. Another five perl'!on!! had tried 
lawyer;, or cle:l"gyrnen to help with marittt.l problem:!, Lawyers 
were more commonly viewed as helpi.ng with their legal rights. 
triale 9 etc. One pereon f'el t indebted to the oo:r"rectional 
off'iciale f"or protecting him in legal mattere. The loyalty of 
family and friend11 were (;lonl!idered important to four persons and 
is probably much more general than thi!. Two others found al-
mo!!lt any kind of group helpful and joined !!lev,eral around their 
particular intereet:!l. 
The interviewere ob:!lerved a need for etructuring and 
direction in many of the a·cove relationehipe. There were strong 
dependency need~ and a tend~ncy to seek !!Omeone to tell them 
what to do, el'!pecially in cri!!lee. A ~m:aller group would be very 
resi!ltant to any such guidance, ~tre!eing the need to be inde-
pendent. 
Ob:s h.clee 'to P~ych:l.atric Treatment 
Particular attention wa:!l given to what prevented people 
from uslng the :!lervice:! ot' DLM. The major difficulty was wide-
i!ipread ignorance and mieconception~ of what these !!lervices were. 
which caused them to be fearful of applying for help. Of these 
the most common x~ear (a:ver half of the men) wae the fear of being 
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called crazy. One who wall more open about thb than the others 
de!!oribed a peychiatriet (not ~<.ctually connected with DLM but 
neverthele:s11 1d•mtified with it) a!'! a cowboy with a "'··.hat, 
las!!o and cowboy boot!l 11 who trie~ them on you and 111 ••• if they 
fit-~off you 11:0 1111 (to thc:'J ._ranch 1111 ), The 11 rl!l.nch1111 ie a. popular 
de!!ig;nl!l.tion of the Brid,..ewa.ter State Hoepitl!l.l. There were eeveral 
other~ who l!l.cted 1!1.~ thou~h th~y were being "roped in, 1111 
Three pereone identified DLM client~! with ~ex offenders 
and feared having a eimilar label if they applied. Sex offen~ 
der~ a.re the lowel!t 11tatu~ P-;rcup in the inetitut:ion:s and are 
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in fact di.!!proportionately repre~ented in the treatment population. 
Three made it rather plain that they would have diffi-
oulty accep'ting help 9 whatever the source, Two thought it might 
- -
be harmful to their p11.rcle chance!! and thie seemed connected with 
the fear of being ccn~idered crazy. One individual felt talking 
about himi!ielf' ~enc hi~ !'~t.mUy Wlll!l painful al'bhough he Wll:! partially 
drawn towsrd giving it a try. 
The interv-iewerl!l were al!!o concerned with :!lome other 
kinds of obl!ltl."le:!i l'!uch a:!! :!!izable dependency problems, However, 
deepite thi~ trend in a majority of the nineteen it wae felt that 
only two would be primarily interel!lted in obtaining gratifica-
tions and would not be willinp; to work or give anything in a 
treatment relation!!hip. 
Clinical Impressions 
The first general observation that all the interviewers 
fe 1 t was that on the bas is of the inter··•· iews alon~; 9 the High 
Achievers would be :l.ndi;stingulshable from those regularly pre-
sented at treatment intake conferences in the institutions. 
They did not ).cok as good as their aahievements had led us to 
expect. Possibly these were qualitative differences that would 
emer11;e :!.n more extenl'ii ve contact. We were somewhs:t surprised 
at the high number' of strong dependenc:y patterns. 
Howeyer the overall assessment of these nineteen per-
sons led the interviewers to rate nine of them aa ~good111 can-
didates for treatment with an undefined but con!iderable poten-
tial for improved adju~tment. Five additional persons were con~ 
sidered 1111goodll'l candid&tes for a sharply focused kind of treat-
ment which wo·uld be of benefit. and the remaining five were not 
considered "good~ candidates for treatment ev6n though we felt 
four of them would respond to skillful reachi.ng out. 
It might be worth noting that eight of the nine "good" 
treatment candidates ranged between ages twenty-eight and thirty-
seven. while the ninth was forty-three. The fi•re l!lpoor" treat-
ment candidatee had as broad an age range as the total High 
Achiever group. The five ~qualified~ treatment candidates were 
older; two in the upper fifties, two in the upper forties. and 
one in the upper thirties. 
The two men in their upper fifties were considered good 
candidates !'or treatment around planning for old age which gave 
both of them concern. Two other men were felt to need treat-
ment for the protection of those around them, Both had serious 
ag~ressive impulses and very poor controls. One of them was 
quite paranoid. It was felt both would respond to reaching out 
in a way that did not disturb their defen~ive systems. Both 
gave clues as to how they could be approached or seemed to in-
vite fUrther contact. The remaining individual was about to 
be paroled into a very complicated situation of combined mari-
tal and work probleme for which he Wl!l!!i poorly prepared. He 
was considered rather shallow and probably could not benefit 
from anythin~ but eupport in meeting this difficult situation. 
In his own words he was looking for •someone to take his side 
whether he was right or not.• This attitude ie admittedly 
unrealistic and looks decidedly unpromising but the fact remains 
that he was able to meet hie reeponsibilitiee quite well when 
he was given support. 
The ~'~Addiction"' Problem 
This problem of alcoholiem and drugs being eo prevalent 
among the High Achievere was probably the most puzzling initially. 
Psychiatric theory does not provide very suitable answers except 
in terms of regression. Sociolo~~;ical theory was more directly 
helpful. R. K. Kerton makes the following very pertinent comment: 
(Retreatism) arises from continued failure to near the 
goal by legitimate measures and from an inability to 
use the illegitimate route (criminality) because of 
internalized prohibitions, this process occurring 
while the eupreme value of the success goal has not 
been renounced. The conflict i~ reeolved by abandon-
ing both p:r"~C lpi t~tting elemente 9 the go ale and the 
norme. The eecape :!.~ Clomplete 9 the conflict i~ 
eliminated and the individual i11 aeeocializedl. 
The above conc<!lpt of 1''<~-creatiem may not bl!l too differ-
ent from regreseion except that lt malntaine a sociological 
frame of reference and illuetratee more clearly that an in-
dividual i11 reacting to hi;o; envi:r'onment. It mu:!lt b;, recog-
nized that our- ninete;,n High Aahlever:!l did not have eufficiently 
inter'nalized pi"ohibitione to avoid completely the illegitimate 
routes ~inoe they did aCJt out, However it was not too eatie-
factory a ~elution for a large percentage of them. If one then 
eeeke e~cape t~~om the conf'liil'C-engendered situation9 "addiction" 
(alcohol in particular) would ~eem to be a le!s objectionable 
outlet. 
Checking thi~ poeeibility of a relation~hip between 
those having middle cla11e value~ or a 11ense of failure in achieve-
mente and the u~e of alcohol or drup,e 0 we found that there was 
euch a relationehip in eight of the ten pereons who felt they 
were failure!. The other two seemed to be reacting to lose of 
an important pereon in their live~ without ~addiction.~ Loee 
aleo seemed to be an important factor in the development of an 
"addiction~ pattern. Alcohol was the form of addiction taken 
in eeven of the eight pereone, 
To pursue Merton's thinking a bit further it might aleo 
explain why fewer of the older pereons were viewed ae "good" 
~erton, R.K., Social Theory and Social Structure, 
PP• 153-1')4. . 
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candidate~ for treatment" Here the la~t ~tatement of the quo-
tation ~eem~ significants ~The e~cape i~ complete 9 the conflict 
i~ eliminated 9 and the individual ie a~ocializedo• 
1~11~ would eugge~t that it i~ important to commence 
treatment while the conflict between goal~ and norm~ are still 
in procea~o It eo 9 it ie an important modification of the 
High Achiever concept a~ u~ed in this etudyo 
Summary 
A final comment on the finding.! in thi~ chapter ie 
that deepite the observation that the High Achievere did not 
look ~ubetantially different from current treatment persons we 
!!till felt their .aohievemente ahould be taken into aooounto 
The achievements in themeel ve!! do not make for adequate ad just-
mente !!Iince there wae a feeling of impo<rtant thinge lacking in 
their livee. 
Possibly thie was what one man wa~ ~rying to eay when 
he asked rather inappropriately. in a discue~ion of his achieve-
mente9 ~which leg of a three~legged ~tool~ is most important. 
The idea here eeems to be that it does not make much difference 
how eound two of the three lege are. the etool will not etand 
without the third" Another man obeerved wryly 9 ~ee, I'm a 
euper~ealeeman but can"t~~~"" He etopped abruptly and would 
not return to what he could not doo 
. On~ of the thinge that was prominently lacking for 
most wae thie feeling of a need for support and persone on whom 
they could depend 9 hopefully while they attempt to etrengthen 
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them:!!elve!!. Thi:!l i1'l the major thing beinp; :!!ought by the majority 
of the curr'ent tll'eatment per:!!on:!!. The one difference that we 
feel doe:!! di~tingui!h the High Achiever:!! i:!! that they have al-
ready demon:!!trated what they can do when they get the help they 
need. None of them looked like :!!hort-term treatment candidate:!! 
except for the !peeial!zed reason:!! mentioned. They etill offer 
promiee of making better u:!!e of long=term treatm<llnt than a rep-
re:!!entative group currently in treatment. 
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CHAPTER VI 
~ARY AND ~PLICATIONS 
The Div-i:!lion of Legal Vedicint!l, I!! mental health 
ag;ency which worke with the public offender while he ie incar-
cerated9 hal! on itl'l treatment cal!eload about ten per cent of 
the male inl!ltitutiom"l population. The greater proportion of 
thil!l ten per C'l!lnt i:s l!elt'~ref'elr'red 9 Yhile the re!t are referred 
by inetitutional perl!onne:. The exietent feelin~ at the Divi-
eion ie that the preee.nt treatment caeeload include!! in it a 
lar~e number of men for whom prognoeie ie guarded. At the eame 
time. little il!l known about the general pril!lon population. In 
view 9 then 9 of the limited treatment rel!lources the limited know-
ledge of' the tota.l inetitutional population. a. very practical 
queetion wae raised. Are the available resouroee being directed 
at the 11bel!lt" tre111.tment ca.ndidates'? Thb study repreeente one 
attempt to an~w•~ that que~tion a~ well ae to develop eome fur= 
the~ criteria :for the eelection of the treatment caeeload. 
The method u~ed wae ae followe. A rating ~cale wae 
devieed which ~erved to meaeure actual achievement level ae 
reflected by prev!ou:!ly ~ucceeef'ul &ttempte to meet life taeke. 
A cohort sample of' a hundred recidiviste were then ecored on 
thie rating ecale 9 with the expectation that a epread or variabil-
ity in their ~coree '~<"tmld reeult. A epread did reeult, and the 
inetrument produced three d!l!lcrete achievement groupe deeignated 
as high 9 middle 9 and low. Theee three group~ were di~tingui~hable 
from one another on all the !lcale 1 teme" though l!lome i teml!l dif-
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ferentillted more ~harply than other~. 
A compari~on wa~ then made between the high achievers 
and two t1•e~t tment group•~. Though both treatment group~ did 
better in term~ of our 6cale lteme than the total recidivist 
~ample 9 they did not do a~ well a!! the high achiever group 0 
which indlc•t•:s that 1lt'm" aelectivity ia at work. It must 
be remembered, howe·ver, th~ct the!le comp&:t'ii!iona were made in 
terma of achievement~" and not in term! of treatability, 
Our intere~t in achievemtmt level had to do with the 
fact that the ability to achieve can be equated with problem-
!!ol ving abiH.ty, and that th:!.:5, in turn, may be taken to be 
reflective of ego~:!itlr·enp;th or Adjustment lev.sl. We felt that 
the ability to have at one time been able to :!iUccesd'ully 
meet lifl!l ·ta!lk:!i hae prognoetic relevance. 
Our next etep wa~ to further study the high achiever 
group by mean~ of individual intervieWl!. Thl!l:!it~ intervt.ws 
were aimed at a more intenaive evaluation of thie group as pos-
sible treatment candidatee. For thie reason we were interested 
in three thing!!~ 1) their p.r•ception of their problems, 
2) the extent to which they could be mobilized to work on these 
problema. once reco~ized 9 and 3) the obetaoles which might 
>!I tand in the way ofo e :!.ther or both of the above. 
These inter"viewe brought out the following points. 
Our perception of the high achiever's achievements was in con-
fliat with their perception of their achievements. While we 
focused mainly on their po!litive paet 9 they tended to view them-
selvee in term:!! of the:!.:r failurea. To uae an analogy. we saw 
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particular achievements such as an A in history 9 while they 
saw only their fJLunk1ng out of school. It would seem 9 from 
this, that it is because the inmates do believe in society's 
s tandard:s that i'!O many l''epudlated their achiev~ment:5, In 
spite of the negat:!:ve view thilt >!IO many of the men took about 
their achil'ivement:s, we >"Ja'tl in thtm! l!lomething of progno!! tie 
value. Thb, howev~n~ 9 remain<"~ to be proven. Though clearly 
beyond the 1!COp<> of thi:!i study, lt would be hoped that at a 
future date 9 :some te!!t eli" ouil' a!!sumption that achievement has 
prognostic value be made, as well as !!Orne kind of test of our 
instrument as an evaluator of achievement level. 
In relat.\.on >';o problems. the interviews brou12;ht forth 
a good deal of information. Tni!i group of high a~hievera 9 the 
~cream of the c~op.~ were severely dieturbed in many areas. 
In most of them there were deeply in>l;I'ained patterne of depen-
dency; in many there was evidence of marked impul!!ivity and 
severe lack of impulse control; in others their achievements 
concealed paranoid personalitie~. Based on this 9 we felt that 
the recidivism concept was valid. That is 9 that recidivism 
means the existence of problems !Ievere enough to warrant treat-
ment. It wa~ felt that most of these men. in spite of their 
relatively high achievement level 9 would be back again. barring 
treatment intervention. The problem become!! even more serious 
in view of the fact that the high achiever group had proportion-
ately more dependent wives ar.d children than either of the other 
two treatment groupe. 
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Their own per"ceptlor. of their problem!! differed. 
Some men, during the <C>our11e of the interview, were able to 
put their f::.r,Q;el' on Many of th!!iir problem area:!! 9 while othere 
tended. to p:r-ojeGt blame almost entirely. Most of them, however. 
either directly or 1ndirewtly, expres11ed concern over what they 
eaw &:!1 their eel.:.''~de~tli"U:Jtive, inappropril.te behav~or. 
We tri,.d, in the int.er"1!'iewe, 1tc· !12!!i<S!!:! what the moti-
vation, ~ii!.pacit.y • o::o c'ornmltm~tnt to treatm•nt might be on the 
part of the~e men, w~ found that in the interview situation 
they did not on the sur:t'ae<e appear very dif'fe:!'ent from the men 
on the treatment C&l!•eloi!ld and that \::.heir auperior problem-eolv-
ing capacity would 0 in the long lMln• have to be deduc•d from 
their achievement hi~to~l~~~ in~ofar •~ they have progno~tic 
value. 
With reepec't to th& problem of motivation 9 one of the 
high achiever~ came :!.nto treatment on hie own prior to the time 
of our interview with him, We felt that all but one of the re-
maining eighteen would re~pond to reaching out. Motivation in 
many oa~es was covered over by fear of ueing the !!ervice. In 
effect" fear wa~ blocking the adequate expre!!eion of pain. In 
many in~tanoes, however, the high achiever!! left the interviews 
with a parting aorr~ent which, either explicitly or implicitly9 
invited further· eontaat. 
Of the nineteen high achiever!! interviewed. it was felt 
that nine would rsepond to varyiw; combination!! of insight and 
I!Upportive treatment te«:!hniquei!! with the foou:!l being on behavioral 
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changes. For five others more limited goals were envisioned. 
Of these. two were older men who faced the problem of planning 
for old age, and two were men with paranoid tendencies tor whom 
treatment was seen as advisable. The five rem&ining men were 
thought to be poor treatment candidates. rt was felt that one 
would not respond to reaching out. while the other four were 
thought to have a limited prognosis. In general. what seemed 
to be indicated was the modification of treatment teohniquea 
and goals according to individual needs and capacities. Ot 
greatest importance is the fact that half of the group our eoale 
selected out were felt to be prognostioally superior to the men 
currently in treatment. 
Further material that came out o:f' the interviewa waa 
related to the question of •availability" of the service. I• 
became clear that many misconceptions about the function of the 
treatment units exiat 0 and that information about the nature 
of these units is not adequately being put across to the inmatea. 
In this way the service is not as •available" as it might be. 
These misconceptions result in a feeling on the part o:f' the in-
mates that bei.ng in treatment is in some way a handicap, or 1n 
some way is harmful. In many oases being in treatment wae aaeo-
o1ated with being mentally ill. Others believed that the treat• 
ment units were extensions or the administrative function or the 
prison, and that confidentiality was not kept. Others teared 
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to be associated with low status groups such as the sex of:f'endera, 
many of whom are in treatment. Still others had very strong 
counter~dep&ndency p11. t te:r'n>!l ~>.nd .felt.l'lld the dep•ndency they 
thought to be :lnhe:ren!: in the t:r·satment :!!ituation. 
One po!!1!1ible wily to overcome some of the abo·ve de~ 
terrentl'! would be to offe:r· tlt'eatment in more varied forms. 
In addition to lndividuil.l and group therapy. a group-work 
approach." 3Ut~h 11.1! that u1!ed in A.A. might be tried. 
Pe!"hi!.pl!l thl'l mo1!1't Uo!leful step that m:llgp t be taken in 
making the sec.~'ii'lce more "'&"ict.ilable" would be to have individual. 
l!lample lnter·c;:!.ewi!'l w1 th eelected :!lliill!l~J.'ttti!i l:.ik11 th& one!! done in 
this study. It would :seem that an inmate mu>!lt have some exper= 
ience with thO!> w,_mkn<Y'-In'" bef'orl'l h~ ii!i willing to venture into 
it. The U:!lUal method!! of acquainting the inmate with the treat= 
ment program, 11uch as didaGtic a"~tioles in the pri:!lon news-
papers, !leem :tn:suffioient to overcome hi!! fears. It would seem 
also 9 that mol!t c,f the nu1<n Gurrently on the 1treatment ca!leload. 
came into treatmtmt not a11 a re!!lult of such educational techni= 
que:!, but Tl.the1" iiLC'l the r~:!lult of knowing eomeone already in 
treatment. Thi:!l :!leeml! to be the next best thing to experiencing 
something one!lelf. Many of the men we saw verbalized the above 
with the comment. ll'li!!I thii!l what tr<!latment il! like?"~ In summary, 
fol.~ a :!lervics to be rll.ally available. it ha:!l to be perceived 
acouratel·,r, which, in t:urn 9 :!leeml!! to take place only after direct 
experience. 
The1re lll:"ll a few areae in which modifioation of the 
in11trument and it!! application may 11eem advisable. One suggested 
ooneiderat:ion fer fi.:orther U:!le of the i!IGale would b~ that of how 
to handle the age factor. Wit.h the i!ICale as it now standi!• the 
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younger man h hA.ndiciii.TJped in term<! of' the numher of' years 
which he ha'! had to ~t.Mumulate achievement!!!. One poe:!libls solu~ 
tion to thi~ probl<'!rr: would b~ to taks the top quu•tils of 
!!I pee ifio ~~:p;e r;roupl'! rather' than the top quartile of the group 
Ul a whole. A cruder method of achieving the :!lame end would 
be to giYe the younge:l' men the benefit of a point or two in 
con!!idering 'Chelr" treatab:!.lity. The rational~ for !!IUCh a pro-
cedure would be ba~ea on the handieap idea. 
A f'v:rtheli" i!Jugge>!>tion would be that <:lome eon!!ideration 
be given to the seale ite.nt~ ln term.l!!l of their ability to die-
crimin.at<~o be tw•en th& ach i•veY" groupe. We have indica ted in 
the text tho:!!e iteme which !eem lea:!lt ueeful in thie reepect. 
These items ~ould either be eliminated from the scale or they 
could be ueed 'with ref'erunceo to in!!ltitutional ae.hievements. 
When broadened in th1~ way. there i~ rea8on to believe that they 
would prove as di:scr1minat1ng as the re<!lt of the seale item<!. 
Finally .• there i:s no doubt but that the "proof of the 
pudding ie in the eating,," and that in the fir,al analyei8 9 our 
scale muet be "put to the te:!lt.~ To do thie 9 a eample popula-
tion ehould be ecored 9 the reeultant high achiever group should 
be involved in treatment, and their treatment progre:!le should 
be followed. If 9 as we su:spsct 9 the treatment reeulte appear 
to be 11bet ter" th~tn tholht now being gained. the value of the 
scale a.!! an in~t7"W!Jaon'~ f'c•l" i!!olating out a prognoi!ltically 
better treatment group will have been eetabliehed. Our belief 
that an A in hi;sto:ry ha<!l progno!l tic value though the echool year 
may have been flunked,, i!'lt.ill halldl!l, thou~ it remain:s to be proven. 
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APPElffiTX A~ THE ACHIEVEMENT RATING INSTRUMENT 
1. EDUCATIONAl. LEVEL 
COTi1pltH,,;d l11!!i5 th11.n 8 g!'adel!l 
completed gr11.mmar !!t:hocl 
comp1eted lO or c.l ,zyade~ 
trade 5 ciLool or high i!iChool gl"aduate 
!lCml!l t'!!C"r .. niC'al achool or college beyond H.S. 
dl!!honorabl• ,~~:r-"rice' not honorable :!Service 9 
no ~er'ii ic"' 
honorat;:_-11 eervic•tll 
honorilt·I~ and outl!!"tll.nding ~Service 
3. JOB LEVEL 
un~kill~d 
l!ami~:!lkilled 
11ldlled: m11.nags:rial 0 profei!11!lional 
1J.. JOB STABILI'T'Y 
ca~ual, irre~ular work 
continuoui!l wo'L"k ~ m11.ny job~ 
oont inuou.!l \<IIork ~ one or few jobe 
5. JOB OF LONGEST DURATION 
lei!!!! thrr.h 1 yeu" 
1 O!'' 2 1• an'\):! 
2 :rll!-li.:t'~ urJ mcrrl)• 
6. CONTINUITY OF MARRIAGE 
never mar~·ied 
married 9 cut di ~'orc!id or :!Separated 
married a.nd l1Yinp; with wife 
7. F'AM ILY RESPONSIBILITY 
e'ndenes 1m1i.cate~ irregular or no !!Upport 
ev1d11n.e11 of' par"!:11.;~ but continuou!! 1!1Upport 
ev!denc& ofo :!!ub;;iiam'~ial and eontinuoue eupport 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
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8. INFOR!-fAL SOCIABILITY 
evidence :!.ndic.a te~ per!lon 1!! h10lated 
evidence of !lome friends 
evidence of many friends 
9. ADULT GROUP INVOLVEMENT 
0 
1 
2 
no evidam~• or a~fti'wi'~y in group>!! or a>!l>!lociatione 0 
e'lrld•ne• o:t some acthri ty in group:s or aeeoe iation:s 1 
evidenc~ of' !!'t:t.s'tainedl aG·tivity i.n group:s or 
l.!!:!!oc:l.a'tion!l 2 
10. ADULT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
no evidene" of :selr"il'ice oyy ta:sk~ performed 
ewidena• or' ~ome >!i8l'Vice 
evidence of' eubtltantb.l !Service 
11. SOCIAL S'I'A'f\JS MOBILITY 
no'~ Rtl hig;h a~ f'&!ohelt" or father=!!Ubtltitute 
>!lame ae f.ather or f'ather=sub>!ltitute 
highel~" thrt.n f'a~;her or f'•thllr=!!Ub>!ltitute 
lo 
2. 
3. 4. 
F' ~. 
6e 
?. 
il. 
9. 
lOo 
'l' "il 
..L .f.. 0 
12. 
13 
Idel'ltifying Data 
date of' blrth 
eorreational number 
date of renent commitment 
race 
religion 
d,apond•nt:!\ ~ number and de>!lcription 
!!\&!'Hill !! tf!tU>!i 
mat,jor o<!,~upation 
laO!>t grikd~> completed 
r.CJ.. 
d" t,e f'l:r~S t incareera tsd 
rmmbe:t" <~.r,d pattern of previou!! of'feneee 
typ• of pre11ent erim• 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
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APPENDIX Bg INTERVIEW GUIDEl 
Opening Sta te•mer.!;i 
We .LntTod\lced cu't·:~e:ve!!l ae eooial worker!! from DIM 9 currently 
engaged in a re,~&ar·oh pro1ject. We tried to dieeociate oureelvee 
from u<Jrx·ec t tonal oi.:Cid p•role admini~trative concerne 9 ae well ae 
all fUnctions of DIM e.xo&pt thb reeearc:h. We indicated that all 
re!!pomlee would. be c·onfl.dllntial to the extent that they would not 
be per~or,tt:D~y lclanti.tted with anythlng that emerll!;ed from the !!tudy. 
We explttini!ld the pro~•d·J~:r•• of how we arrived at their name!! ae 
follow1'!~ ·wt~ !>ll.id. we we:r·e intereeted in men who had been able to 
achie'iTe '!t<.:.'be ll bit em the. ou"i:::!lide, in terma of euch thinge ae 
education, wo~cko and favlily 0 and yet had not been able to avoid a 
eecond inoarce:.:-"ati(Jrl. We explained that they w•re the men who 
ecored hi;rheet tn a.chievemt~nte. We further explained that theee 
inter'iTiewe would ·b., ::oor,duc tea on a voluntary bas ie 9 but that we 
would apprecc ::.at. eo their cooperation. 
We otnt1c1pated that our explanation of eelecting them on 
the bael~ of high achievement would generate some queetione or 
interest 1n thii'l topic which W<!J could then explore. Of particular 
interset to U!l wae thai:r" perception of achievement and the factore 
that helped them to achieva. 
D.:l.5cue!! iol'J of ProbieJt;.!J 
- -
Ae ~o;e explor«H\ the <~.chi.e·vementl'! more :tully we thought we 
would then fir.c openings for exploring obetaelee to further achieve-
ment. If nece!!!!ilr"Y wa co,uld refer back to our opening statement 
regarding their ina'b,ility to ilToid a seeond incarceration. In 
thia wa:y w& ;:,ould ats<:"U!!~ and identify .t.ntative problem area!!. 
Discusslor'• or Souroo1'! of Help 
Once problem areas were identified we could ll.:!!k que!!tions 
about whetha:;-o or !M t '~hey had eve!' eought. help in an effort to 
cope with these problomi!l. We would alec be alert for any !!pentane-
cue indications of havin12: sought help. W~t would be intere!!ted in 
the kinds of help ~ought, how helpf'ul 1 t wae 9 and how per!! l!!tently 
they pur:5ued H. We 1:n•id12:ed into the next !!iection by introducing 
DIM service~ ae on• o"f many kind!! of help. 
We wou1.d b<!! inter&sted in their view of DIM ettrvicee and any 
identifiable factor" wh:l..tlh would deter them from U:!ling the service. 
1
we would like to acknowledge the helpf'ulnese of the fol= 
lowing ~Source !n pre par lng f'or 'Gh!ille interview~ t 
Marton 9 Robert K.z Fi~ke 9 Marjor1e 0 and Kendall 9 Patricia L •• 
The FoC'cl!!ed Interw.t•w. 
APPENDIX B = CONTINUED 
Concl1.1ding th• Interview 
In. th• concluding phase we eought thto interview•• 1 e opinion 
of the inter''Tiew tend how i.t might b• made mor• effective. W• 
expreeead appreciation for their h•lp. 
APPENDIX Cg RATIONALE OF SCALE ITEMS1 
Item l. Edul"etional Level 
Social expectations conceJr"ning education center around 
gra.•TinHlLT· i'lt'hool, high school, and college graduation. To this 
we added grade 10 en" 11, si.nce it is at about this point that 
society us enfo!•cement of school attendance terminates~ that !a • 
when the p;;rson 18 16 years o.ld. It is, therefore, a socially 
recognized mid~poi.nt between grammar and high school graduation. 
Again, society recognizes some attendance at college or techni-
cal school as a step beyond graduating from high school. The 
actual completion of this level of" education would of course be 
yet another step, but this and any further steps were omitted 
from this item as probably not of suf'ficient relevance to the 
sample. 
Item 2. Military Ewperien~ 
:Society p:enerally recognbes military achievement on two 
levelsg honorabl~ and outstanding. Note that the first category 
is not mea.r~t to equate dishonorable with no service at all 9 but 
rather that neither is considered an achievement. 
1The following sources were useful in devising the scale 
items£ 
Erwin L. Linn, ~Patients' Socio-economic ~aracteristics 
and Release from a Mental Hospital~~ The American Journal of 
Sociology. vol. 6~ (November. 19')9J, pp. 2"1o-2H6, 
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Leslie Phil:1ps 0 ~Case History Data and Prop:nosis in Schizo-phrenia,~ Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, Vol 117 (June, 1953), 
pp. ')1')~')2$. 
Leslie Philli~s and BernArd Cowltz, "Social Attainment and 
Reaction to Stress, Journal of Personality, vol. 22 (December, 1953) 9 pp. 270-283. 
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Item ). Job Level 
Althou~h the th~ee popular levels of skill indicated are 
broadly d-'f'ined th~>y have fairly solid social meaning. In apply-
ing this item to the raw data we considered more than the job title. 
The level into which a painter or a farmer falls, for example. would 
require consideration of details, with perhaps even some subjective 
apprai~al. We found this item yielded better information than the 
111major occupAtion19 title under our identifying data. 
Item 4. Job Stabilit;y 
The ea~u~l to ~teady continuum has long been recognized 
in personnel practice as highly meaningtul and predictive. Lloyd 
Ohlin employed this e>ontlnuum as one of the 1mportant indices of 
parole prediction. This item reflects the over-all pattern of 
work history~ it indicates capacity plus results. 
Item '). Job of Longest Durat.ion 
While similar to Item 4 this item forgoes the over-all 
picture and concentrat;es on the highest point of achievement. so 
that even if :r"e"ml ts are generally lacking in a man' !l work hi!! tory 
we may ~till have an idea about hie capacity. Linn used this index 
is assessing parole risk in mental patients. 
The three items on work represent typical kinds of evidence 
from which societal judgments are made about an individual~ how 
skilled? How steady? And how long on his longest job? 
Item 6. Continuity of Marriage 
For th:l..1'i item we assumed that the process of getting married 
repr'esents one level of achievement. and the maintenance of this 
relationship a still higher achie'lement. To take the initial step 
APPENDIX C - CONTINUED 
would seem to indic~te ~t least some ability to relate to another 
person sufficiently to win their trust in a serious social venture. 
It is in one een:!e ll,~pilr'&tionai 0 but society has made provision!! 
to :!.n:sure it:!'! bt'J:!.ng !!lomething more than casually so. Such thing!! 
!1.:!1 the :icense 9 witn~sses 9 lllny waitin~ period, blood test 9 ete. • 
are exoonples of thi:!'l. In addition the persons and familie!l in-
volved usually encourage l!!omething in the way of preparation for 
this :step 9 !lome demont'!tra.tion or accounting for the ability to 
assume the social role of husband or wife. 
Item 7, Family Responsibility 
We attempted here to assess the performance of a social 
role in the form of actual monetary support. which is a major 
societal concern. The contributions of a sinp:le person to hi!! 
parents or other relative~ Were rated as equally valid as those 
of a husband to hi~ wife~ society has long con:!'lidered dependent 
person!!!' relatb<e~ a~> l:'espon~ible for their welfare. The ~partial 
but continuous' category wa~ used for those men whose contributions 
were fairly regular although :!'lmall or inadequate. 
Item S. Informal Sociability 
While thi:!! ii!i a crude measurement. it approximates the 
distinctions U!mally dra•..rn by society with respect to the l!IOcially 
isolated and the :!'locially integrated person. The 2~point category 
wa~ reserved for persons for whom social relatedness did not seem 
to be an issue at all. The l~point category was used for perl!lonl!l 
who showed difficulties in this area but were l!ltill not real 
isolates; a point was given for even having a criminal codefendant. 
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becau~e thi~ involved tru~t in another person while engaged in 
a venture of' greao.'t ri~k. Here the crime wae not con~idered an 
achievement. but th& proc.e!!s of entering the relation!!hip wa~ !!O 
considered. We felt thi!!!! would rarely be done by complete etrangers. 
Item 9. Adult Group Involvement 
Thi!! item wal!l designed to evaluate more formalized group 
relationahip!!!l tending to be oriented to personal eatiefactions, 
euch as member~hip in elube 9 unions, veterans" organization!!, etc. 
Item 10. Adult Community Invol vem.,nt 
Thie item ie e:!.m:!.lu' to Item 9, except that the bas:!.c 
orientation is the tendency toward altruism. or eervice 9 euch as 
association with relig1oue 9 charitable, or welfare organizations, 
Item 11. Soc:!.al Status Mobil:!.ty 
Thie item ie de<5i~ed to measure a man"e achievements in 
relation to his opportunitie11. We com1idered the way of life 
of the fa.ther 9 or father~eubsti tute • to be the vehicle of oppor-
tunity upoo ·which the m•gnitude or the eon's horizons depended. 
We therefore evaluated not the person"s highest point or advance= 
ment. but rather hie advancement compared to hie father or father-
eubetitute. Thie al!eesement. then, is not related simply to class, 
but to a larger. if eubjective 9 view. Note that in the application 
of thie item 9 if the man"e father presented a model of criminal be-
havioT we would credit him with one point if deepite theee obstacles 
he did not "'turn out worse." We realize that this reasoning may be 
open to queetion~ the item diecriminated between the HA and LA 
groupe. but in a much leeser degree than other items. 
APPENDIX D~ AN ASSESSMENT OF THE AGE FACTOR 
Let u~ examin~ first the following table. which gives a 
concise picture of the differences in age between the high and 
low achiever groupe. 
Mean 
Si~a 
Range 
TABLE 35 
MEAN. STANDARD DEVIATION • AND RANGE 
WITH RESPECT TO AGE 
HA 
37.0 
10.8 
26.2=47.8 
LA Total Sample 
The range of ages between high and low achievers is about thirty 
year!! 9 with about ~even year!! overlapping. It h clear that the 
high achiever tends to be considerably older than the low 
achiever. 
If the reader will now turn to Table 89 Age at First Incar~ 
ceration 9 on page 28 9 it will be seen that 47 per cent of the low 
achievers were first incarcerated before they reached fifteen 
years of age 9 compared with only 9 per cent of the high achievers 
in this category. Furthermore. only B per cent of the low achievers 
were first incarcerated after age 20 9 while 51 per cent~=over half--
of the high achiever!! are in this category. It would appear. then. 
that the low achi~vere may have been more handicapped by something 
other than their youth. The first requirement for achievement 
in a community is to stay in i.t. By not doing l'IC these young offen-
ders demonstrated very early in their lives an incapacity to meet 
social expectatione. 
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From our ecal<! ltem on education 9 Table 9 0 page 29 9 we can 
see that 91 per c~nt of the low achievere did not complete eight 
grades, while 83 per cent of the high achi~vere completed or went 
beyond the eighth grade9 that is 9 where nearly all of the low 
achiever~ i!ltoppedl, Ali!io 47 per cent--11.lmoet half--or the high 
achieveri!l went beyond grammar school, whereas none of the low 
achievers and only 23 per cent of the middle achievers accomplished 
this. Finally, only S per cent of the middle achievers are high 
echool a;raduates, compared to 30 per cent of the high achievere, 
It should be emphasized that all of theee men were at 
about the eame age when called upon to achieve educationally. 
This relationship between achievement and education further eup-
porte the hypotheeis that, rather than being deprived of oppor-
tunities because of their youth, the relatively low-achieving of-
fendere demon,;; trated in.oap11.ci ty before they left l'lohool. In addi-
tion. •~ a rel'lult of their abbreviated education many opportuni-
tiel'l to achieve were not then eubl'!equently available to them. 
Achievement, and conversely failure, is cumulative. The 
mal'!tery of tasks early in life becomes the foundation of building 
blocks upon which later 11.ohievements may be built. The building-
block metilphor refers not only to the development of pereonal 
capacity but all'lo to its manifeetatione in the community. Thue, 
if one is lacking in 6ducation hie job opPortunltiee are curtailed; 
if one 11'1 hired he may be l11.id off ae a marginal worker in times 
of' reoel'lsion; if one 1.,. not working steadily hie chancee to meet 
a pro!!pective mate ar11 lee~ened, and :!10 on, 
APPENDIX D ~ CONTINUED 
The indi'l'idual raw :-Jeores of ths HA group !how that in 
only hh1 cae'!li!l (9 per c~nt) WUi it. i!ll,OI'tl of 0 in educati.on .112! 
follow,ed by ei.ther hcncn.'abl<'~ m11:1.tary service or a semi~skilled 
job level 9 or ooth, Thii!l ~ombir.ation of 111 failull'<ll:!illl occurred 
12 Ume11 (22 per c~nt) in the MA group 9 &nd 20 timee (87 per cent) 
in the Ul: grou1:1, A~ai.n 9 the e&pac;ity for and the l!'·ewardi!l of 
ilohi.evement i!loem to 'b~ ~umulativt!J 9 a!! indeed they are popularly 
11.3~U!Tl~H~ to be:o 
How difficult ls it for a young man to be a middle achiever? 
We found that it i:;; not :IH; all dif"ficult, oe twenty~one men in 
the toit~<l I!! ample below the age of 21 0 twelve are middle achievere, 
One l?~year old ie a middle a<:.hiev11r; five out: of :six 19-year olde 
are middle achi.evere; and four out of five 20~year olde are middle 
achieverl'J, 
Holi' d:lffi!>.ul t ie H. t'o:t' • young man to bill a high achiever7 
'l'ha> &newer· here le that it h muah more difficmlt 9 and if too 
yocmQ; all but 1mpo:seibl41, Howsver 9 we found two 19~year old 
middle ach1ever·:s with 6 po i.ntl!l 9 which ie only one point ehort of 
the high achiever range, There were two 23~year olq high a~hievere, 
and one of them had alt'eady ~cctnmmlated 11 pointe, Perhape the 
eimplel'lt way to correat the application of thie ecale for age ie 
to con~ider al'J high aah1evere thoee men who are below, eay, 
21 year11 old 0 and who eoore S or 6 poi.nte, Certainly another 
oon:!!ideratirm 1:!! the r,-,finement ot' the ec&ll!l it!!elf, The difficulty 
here i:!! that the r&f:l.nemente rnay go beyond what ie practical to 
a.pply to the available data. ln the recorde, and perhap!! aleo beyond 
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th• distinctions usually made by the man on the street. Never-
theleee it i~ p1au~ib1e to con~ider refinemente and additions 
relevant tu early achievement, and perhaps the use of the top 
quartile w.:!.'bhin each of ~eve1~a1 age groups, a!! method!! for cor-
re c t inp:; for a~;e. 
One modification which o6tmr~ to ue might ba the addition 
of a !'lection of 1'tt~mi!l hfll~ed upon achievement;!! in the inetitutional 
community. While it ie dH'.ficult to asees!! the effect this would 
have on the age factor it would provide fll.dditional information 
upon which to baee an over-all score, Hopefully, this could 
identify the man who ie able to form relationships only in a con-
trolled community. The assumption ie that this would represent 
an intermediate area on the !Ieala between the conetant isolate 
and the man who can relate to '~he open community out~ide of the 
ini!ltitution. Also, in the institution a man'e •g• 1! not eo much 
a factor a~ it ie in free !!ociety. 
In ~onclueion we would like to emphaeize once more that 
whatever steps may be taken to co~rect euch a ecale for age. we 
are etill l<~ft with men who indicate by their ~;arlier incarcera-
tions and their failure to ~chieve educationally that their problem-
solving capacity is mfllrkedly different from that of the men in our 
high achiever group. Our scoring of a man~s achievements !eems not 
to be merely an aggregate of tal!ks maetered. but; a relative a!eess-
ment of his over-all ~apacity to master ta!!ks in general. 
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